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Face The Fiction Presents
David White
Event Name: Face The Fiction
Moderator: Ann-Marie Brown; co-moderator Steve Spinosa
Guest Speaker: David White
The SFSNNJ proudly announces our guest speaker for August 2008 Face The Fiction: David White. Face The Fiction is the
SFSNNJ's monthly general meeting, which occurs on the second Saturday of each month. This meeting will be held on
Saturday, August 9, 2008, at Borders Books, Ramsey, Interstate Shopping Center. Mr. White will begin promptly at 8pm.
David White is a writer and a teacher in New Jersey. He teaches 8th Grade English and writes
crime fiction. David's stories appear in The Adventure Of The Missing Detective and 19 Of The
Year's Finest Crime And Mystery Stories and Damn Near Dead: An Anthology Of Geezer
Noir, plus one forthcoming in Best New Noir. His first novel, When One Man Dies will be
published by Three Rivers Press in 2007.
To learn more about David White, please visit his website at www.davewhitenovels.com and
read his blog at http://jacksondonne.blogspot.com.

When Gerry Figuroa is killed in a hit and run, his pal, Jersey P.I.
Jackson Donne, is hired to investigate. Donne soon discovers that Figuroa may not
have been quite the innocent he seemed. A second case leads Donne to a dead body
on the steps of Drew University.

EVEN GENERATIONS LATER, YOU CAN’T ESCAPE THE EVIL THAT MEN
DO
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What’s Inside…
??

July Meeting Recaps: 5 – 10

??

Out & About: 10 - 11 (this month we have Todd’s trip to Baltimore. Thanks Todd, it’s always fun to read about
what our members are up to).

??

SFSNNJ Medium Screen Classics: 11 - 12

??

Peter Gutierrez: 13 – only available in the newsletter! This month is one for our anime fans – Sword of the
Stranger. Be sure to read and let Peter know what you think.

Peter Gutiérrez
Over the past fifteen years, Peter's work in horror and other genres, in the form of short fiction, poetry, criticism, and comics,
has appeared in numerous anthologies and periodicals. Current publications:Dark Territories Read by Dawn Volume 3
Diamond BookShelf Withersin UnderGround Online (UGO)
??

Movie Reviews: 14 – 16. Brian & Ana Keveney/Batman, Alan Polyniak/Batman, Space Chimps, Steve
Spinosa/Journey to the Center of the Earth, Todd Ehrenfels/Wall-E & Hellboy II, Chris Hasselkus/Wall-E, The
Visitor, Once, Hancock, Hellboy II, Stagecoach, Momma Mia, Dark Knight

??

Taras’½ Way Reviews: 16. Hancock, Journey to the Center of the Earth, Dark Knight, Hellboy II

??

Aubrey’s Second Hand Reviews: 17 – 28. X-Files, Dark Knight, Momma Mia, Wall-E, Hellboy II, Wanted,
Hancock, Step Brothers, Tell No One, Get Smart

??

o

Trailer Trash: Lots!!

o

It Came from the Queue! The Ruins, One Missed Call, Sickhouse, Batman: Gotham Knight - 2008

Upcoming Conventions: 29. Gryphon Books, UberCon XI, PhilCon, Renfair (*if you have any conventions to add,
please let me know at ambrcs@sfsnnj.com. Thanks!)
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That's Science Fiction! – Tuesday, July 1
Moderators: Chris Hasselkus & Aubrey Ward
Title: Worst Witch & JK Rowling and the Birth of Harry Potter
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
Last night was a fun showing of the original movie The Worst Witch (starring Diana Rigg, Charlotte Rae, Tim Curry, and Fairuza
Balk) from the grand old year 1986. Those in attendance were treated to a fun-filled evening of song and dance (and delicious
goodies) thanks to super-Moderator Aubrey Ward. There were singing and dancing in the film as well. We all laughed and
enjoyed ourselves as this fun film wound its way through the evening (also we were curious as to why the Witches invited the
leader of the Klu Klux Klan to their Halloween celebration, but Tim Curry seemed to enjoy playing the Grand Wizard so much I
think that we just took it in stride). The second feature which was to be shown (The Birth of Harry Potter) could not be seen as
Todd was unable to retrieve the DVD from his home (long story best left untold). At any rate: thanks again Aubrey for a fun pick
and a pleasant evening with friends.
I look forward to next month's Takashi Miike film, Happiness of the Katakuris (though from what I have heard of Miike I doubt that
anyone will be happy in the film unless they are maiming and torturing somebody).
Drawing A Crowd – Wednesday, July 8
Moderators: Brian O'Dell & Abdul Makrinam
Topic: Tenn super-hero characters
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
Last Wednesday saw a fun and exciting Drawing a Crowd event at the New Moon Comics store in Little Falls. The topic of
discussion was Teen Superpowers and we all had a great time discussing the issues presented by boy and girl wonders of all
stripes. The conversation started with a handout from Taras on Robin, Boy Hostage. Much was made of the under-age wards of
Batman, and several stories of Robin and his development (and eventual change to Nightwing) were made. We also discussed
the Robin successors (Jason Todd, Tim Drake, and Stephanie Brown) and their contributions to the man in black tights. Jason
Todd's death by Crowbar and Bomb was discussed in detail, as was the fact that unknown to DC at the time, several vindictive
people were cheating on the call in on whether Jason Todd should live or die. In spite of death he does return later as Red Hood
and later again as Red Robin (proving that death is not necessarily fatal). Stephanie
Brown/Spoiler was discussed, as was her pregnancy by ex-boyfriend.
After about a half hour of Robin-chat, we turned our attention to Speedy, the sidekick for the Green Arrow and that is when the fun
reeeeeeeeally began. First we had Roy Harper, Jr, the first Speedy character, who apparently was nicknamed for his drug habit
(during the time of Denny O'Neil and Neal Adams it was revealed that he was a drug addict). In spite of his speedballing heroine
and getting the villainess Cheshire knocked up, he remained a tragic good character. If that was not bad enough, his replacement,
Mia Dearden, was a runaway and former child prostitute with HIV. How's that for tragedy?
Next we have Peter 'Teen Angst' Parker... I doubt I need to say much on this front. All I will say about that is to request that people
please do not bring up the clone story in front of Brian O'Dell as he is still recuperating from the psychological trauma of that
abomination.
We also discussed young mutants from Xavier's school, Superboy, Wally West (Kid Flash and later Flash), the new Captain
Boomerang, Bart Allen, Captain Marvel, Franklin and Valerie Richards, Aquaboy, and many others were discussed over the two
hours plus of chatting and fun. Next month we will continue our discussion of youth in comics and also talk about International
Super Hero teams.
Face the Fiction – Saturday, July 12
Moderators: Steve Spinosa, Ann-Marie
Guest: Traci Slatton
Recap by: Ann-Marie, Steve Spinosa
As Todd put it, Traci Slatton was Fantastic! Ms. Slatton was refreshing, honest, animated, and very entertaining. Very enjoyable
speaker and a genuinely nice person.
Ms. Slatton arrived at Borders, set up her beautiful poster, and then proceeded to shake hands and introduce herself to each
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person present, and then did the same as people arrived. She even had mini-posters for the audience. Her discussion was just
as open and direct, and a lot of fun - you have to thoroughly enjoy someone who tells a story about taking a tour in the Vatican,
asking the tour-guide if anything ever gets stolen, finding out you get searched on the way in - but not on the way out, then
thinking about how fun it would be to "borrow" a few trinkets! Her deciding what would fit under her jacket was delightful and had
us thinking along the same lines.
Traci talked about her personal procedure for writing - in her own words: "stinky yoga clothes for inspiration," a quiet
environment, having "rushes of inspiration then moments of (at this point Ms. Slatton put her finger to her teeth and stared blankly
- too funny), and dealing with the fact that "every page is agony." Her personal path to publication was discussed, as was the
difficulty writers face in today's market.
Traci then moved on to her book, Immortal. Characters in the story were discussed at great length, particularly Luca and
DaVinci. Ms. Slatton talked about her penchant for outright stealing of ideas and how surprised she was that no one has said
anything! Her animated actions while telling this were great. We learned about the movie deal with Twinstar Entertainment - any
suggestions for casting can be forwarded to Traci - and her ideas about how she'd like the movie to turn out and not turn out.
Currently in the running for producer: the producer of Braveheart & the producer of HBO's Rome series - pretty cool.
Ms. Slatton talked about wanting to write intelligent books but not literature because "literature is the crap nobody reads."
Hysterical and true. This led to a discussion of quality books and writing, Dan Brown, real vs. "real" in fiction, and educated
readers. Oh, and did I mention how she wants to be an art thief? You get to wear a black jumpsuit, have cool gadgets and be in
museums alone at night. Gotta love her dark thinking. She's also a fan of Nikola Tesla.
Continuing on the honest & open path, Ms. Slatton revealed her strong dislike of "reality TV" and how it is the "beginning of the
end of Western Civilization." Much applause followed. She followed this up by stating how it's very sad that no one wants to
make value or judgment calls any more, and if you dare to, you're labeled. You might be labeled as intolerant, racist, insensitive
or a host of other unfair things simply because you called a situation for what it is. Everything is excused away and the only thing
still "taboo" in our society is serial killers (and even some of those are garnering sympathy, case in point - the serial killer
character Dexter is being made "likable and real"). People do bad things - lie, cheat, steal, and other assorted bad things - and
have people who make up excuses for the bad behavior. When do people take accountability for their actions any more? It's sad
and destroying our culture. She finished this little side step by saying, "the end of Western civilization - you heard it here first."
The presentation ended with Traci giving us some details on the upcoming sequel to Immortal and how a recently viewed movie,
Lars and the Real Girl, gave her some inspiration for the sequel. The audience is looking forward to both the sequel to Immortal
and the movie Immortal! Great fun. (Ann-Marie)
We started the Whispers portion with Master Todd reading a scene from Drinking Midnight Wine by Simon R. Green. Master
Gene then read a Shakespearian sonnet. I read the opening passage from our guest speaker Traci Slatton's novel IMMORTAL,
Todd then followed with a scene from a new book he had, Jhegala by Stephen Brust, then I finished up with a scene from
HARRY POTTER & THE SORCERER'S STONE (in honor of this month's theme-Pottermania!!!). We took a little break after that
during which our speaker arrived with her husband and a visual aid in tow. After waiting a bit for some late arrivals, I started the
meeting proper & introduced Traci, who told us about her background as a physics student, then a healer, which led her to write
her non-fiction book, Piercing Time & Space, which is about Morphic fields of intelligence that surround us. She spent most of the
rest of the time talking about her first novel Immortal, which is about an street orphan named Luca Bastardo who comes to work
with the young Leonardo DaVinci and finds love at the same time. She also discussed her writing process as well as her
experiences with publishing & getting the book optioned as a movie. Along the way she made some "rants" against Reality TV &
the Lost art of Storytelling.
She finished up just before 10:00 p.m. and signed some books & posed for pictures. It was a fun night & I assume the fun
continued at the Stateline Diner in Mahwah. (Steve)
Suspense Central – Monday, July 14
Moderator: Aurelia Long
Title: Off Season by Jack Ketchum
Recap by: Aubrey Ward
Grab your Big Gulp Slushee and plop yourself into that moldy old Lazy Boy you refuse to throw out because you spent too many
years making it just the right contour to your bum and you're too tired to start from scratch.
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Yes, folks, sit back and enjoy another fright-filled installment of Suspense Central... The Recap....Mwa ha ha ha (cough, hack,
wheeze)..... hah!
So Aubrey (whoo hoo, yay!! He's so fantastically thin, swoon!!) pulled into the spacious lot of Panera's restaurant. He found the
perfect space but didn't actually get out of the car until he finished singing the first chorus to ABBA's "Dum Dum Diddle". Aubrey
then headed towards the joint as onlookers marveled at his fabulous signature parking lot strut. He then entered Panera's. Heads
turned, tongues wagged, croutons crunched. But he was used to this by now. Such a burden it is to be hip and gorgeous. 'sigh'
Aubrey bumps into Miss Remy and a warm embrace is exchanged. They then gab about the book, death row fantasies and if the
featured strawberry salad comes in the snazzy looking bowl on the poster. They headed to the back room where Todd and
Bill were just ready and waiting to get the discussion underway. Ooh and Miss Deena was there giving me some useful tips on
how to keep a well moisturized head.
Miss Aurelia arrived with a lovely woman friend in tow. And then Anne Marie and Chris and Barry arrived and the discussion
commenced.
The title of the evening was Off Season by Jack Ketchum. Mr. Ketchum was a guest at one of our past discussion groups. It was
revealed that the book was chosen due mostly to Mr. Ketchum's visit.
Anyway, they began like they always do.... somewhere in the middle of the book. Eventually, the attendees pushed reset and
started from the beginning of the story.
Here's the nutshell explanation of the book: Carla and her friends spend the week in a woodland cabin deep in the forests of
Maine. What they soon discover is that they have some interesting neighbors that live in a cave and really love to have tourists for
dinner (literally). The carnivorous cave dwellers attack the group killing one and kidnapping Carla. Now the four visitors that are
left have to fend for themselves or else end up as the main course.
Imagine one of those country slasher flicks in novel form. Y'know, like "Texas Chainsaw Massacre", "Wrong Turn", "Deliverance"
where out-of-towners are besieged by inbred yokels. That's Off Season.
Your faithful recapper would love to tell you about every little detail about every little thing that was said. Every little joke that was
cracked. Every little piece of trivia. Unfortunately, years of Nintendo and MTV have rendered your trusty scribe's memory more
holey than a spaghetti strainer. Usually best to come and see the mayhem for yourself. But, a lass, you'll just have to settle for
these spare morsels of recollection.
Aubrey felt that the women got a raw deal in the book. Aurelia concurred that the female tourists had some overly detailed
accounts about their physical and mental abuse while the female cave dwellers didn't get much spotlight. Aubrey was also turned
off by the overabundance of violence. Though he's a slasher movie fan he was annoyed by the excessive mutilation of the
women. On the other hand, Bill seemed really intrigued and added the title to his "Must Read" list.
Todd, who has spent a good portion of his lifespan in Maine and Rhode Island, was baffled by the characterization of the locals.
While the book seemed to portray the townsfolk as backwater southerners, it's more likely that genuine New England citizens
would just stare at the tourists instead of harass them. Todd and Barry were generous enough to give impressions of New
England accents... or it was Katherine Hepburn vs the guy from "Slingblade”, I dunno.
Unfortunately, I don't have the photo for this next recap but I'll do my best to translate it through the keyboard. There's a scene in
the book where the tourist, Dan, goes up to the attic to dump scalding hot water & oil (yes it was Wesson) on some of the savages
below. Right before he does the deed Dan says something to them and then dumps the pot on their heads. And there they
are....staring up at the window like candy is about to rain from the sky. Lady Aurelia did a memorable interpretation of what the
savages must have looked like staring up at the window. LOL!! Oooh you had to see it!!
Oh and then Her Royal Enchantedness Anne Marie mentioned the "children playing with no teeth" and I was too busy laughing to
hear the rest of her comment. Oh gosh, it was so hilarious. I'm trying not to bust a gut now from thinking about it. Oh and then she
referred to the savages as the "inbred happy family" or something like that. Oh man, forget Joan Rivers (oh wait, we already did) I
crown Anne Marie the new Queen of Zingers.
Aurelia felt that the passages describing the savages were kind of dull while Aubrey found them kinda fascinating. Anne Marie
was disgusted by the moldy and lice infested rags the savages wore. I agreed but then it was the early 80's and the punk wave
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was pretty strong at that time.
The group also discussed Jack Ketchum's article found after the story. He talked about why he created this "author's cut" of his
novel. Ketchum was ticked that the first go around he jumped through the hoops of the publisher to get his work out there. Then
they seemed to renege on the deal. All that compromise and editing led to a lack of promotion and thus his first book premier was
kind of a dud. But years later he got the opportunity to resubmit "Off Season" to the world only this time it would be under his
rules.
Aside from the slasher flicks there was a mention of the similarity of Off Season to Stephen King's storytelling style. It took place
in Maine. The beginning of the story is used to develop the personalities of the characters; especially the tourists that would later
become mince meat. A tried and true tactic that makes the character's death that much more dark and tragic.
The clock struck ten and the group politely booted themselves to the barren lot. A few brave souls decided to take the party to the
Tom Sawyer Diner where the diner table discussion focused on ways to save the rainforest and the evolution of the Flobee.
I know, I know.... you’ve barely survived this harrowing experience with your eyebrows intact but I'm afraid that there are more
spine tingling scenarios ahead. In August we'll enter the realm of Snake Agent featuring Detective Inspector Chen. This
incredible tale is brought to you by Liz Williams.
Thanks to Chief Priestess Aurelia of the Totem Pole Society of Light and Brussell Sprouts for getting us the Panera spot. Not that
Borders is bad but what a relief to avoid the summer mallrats (and their horrendous "lot rage"). See ya next month!
IF YOU

DARE!! HA HA HA HA (hack, choke) hee hee hee.

Tripping The Write Fantastic - Tuesday, July 15
Moderator: Todd Ehrenfels
Author: JK Rowling
Recommended Title: Sorcerer’s Stone
Recap by: Todd Ehrenfels
Magic was in the air as the members of the SFSNNJ gathered to discuss the collected works of world renown celebrity author J.K.
Rowling. Owing to a broken printer and poor internet connection, the moderator had no handouts (though he survived the
scathing attacks by the audience he did need twelve stitches from the various cutting remarks) however the group more than
made up for it.
Craig Hatler demonstrated his knowledge of Wikipedia plot synopsis with verve and flair. Explaining the references in the story
and their evolution in the framework of the Harry Potter-verse was a difficult task, but he managed to do it well.
Anna Keveney provided a lot of great material on Rowling as author and her life outside of Potter. As usual her enthusiasm for
the subject matter was wonderful and made me smile. Brian noticed and scowled at me. That made me smile too! This
medication is great!
Chris Hasselkus brought up the ways in which the movies and books differed (and why he reads the book only after he has seen
the film). As a film buff Chris had a lot of good comments on the movies and the way that they were done, and then was able to
talk about the accessibility of Rowling's literary work. It was nice to see him so animated about a book that did not have rabbits as
main characters (if you do not get the reference you should read through the past issues of the SFSNNJ newsletter).
Taras Wolansky explained how he first got introduced to the Potter series, and his enjoyment of the books that he read.
Aurelia Long talk a lot about the books on tape and reading the books with her darling nephews (special thanks to Timothy and
Austin for being great nephews who made their Aunts read Harry Potter).
Todd Ehrenfels (hey, that's me, this medication is wonderful!) told lots of fun anecdotes, but never got the opportunity to tell his 'I
met J.K. Rowling' story. Thus, in an SFSNNJ exclusive you get to hear this story (aren't you lucky): When I was working for
Borders it was determined through lottery which stores were going to get to play host to Ms Rowling. Borders in Livingston was
chosen for the honor and all of the Community Relations Coordinators like myself were dragooned into helping out (not that I
begrudged the chance to meet J.K. Rowling). People began lining up at the gates and getting places in line around 11AM and by
5pm there were nearly a thousand people in the parking lot at the Borders We had set up the store in 10 stations (I was at the
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Dursley Household Station playing Dudley Dursley) so that people would start coming in in lots of 10 at 6pm, go to each station
and by the time they got to the last station it would be about 7pm and JK would be there to sign their books. Unfortunately Ms
Rowling's flight was delayed, so we wound up with a backup at the signing desk. When she did arrive, several people tried to
violate the 1 Book Signed Per Person stipulation and had to be ushered out. The bottleneck at the signing booth caused
problems at all the stations forcing groups to get stuck at one or the other stations (though we had a lot of fun with the poor folks
at our station). Around this time what would prove to be the last few groups that would be allowed to come in were escorted
through the doors. Unfortunately there were disputes about how the line was structured and the waiting spaces had run into one
another, and the customers were royally peeved and a miniature riot was in the works until the store manager went out to restore
order (this turned the potential mini riot into a torch and pitchfork session as the crowd rushed to blame him, though it clearly was
the fault of the impatient people in the crowd). Hearing the commotion outside and fearing the depredations of the Americans, Ms
Rowling finished up the books she was signing in record time and bolted for the door lest things get out of hand. The time was
now 7:55pm and we had only been doing this for only about a forty minutes as JK had arrived at 7:10pm. Needless to say, it was
a bit of a fiasco.
I also told the anecdote about Harry Potter IV, and I forgot to mention my TV interview on ABC National News. Oh well. Next
month is Sergei Lukanyenko!
Films to Come – Wednesday, July 16
Moderator: Barry Weinberger
Recap by: Ann-Marie
Our moderator survived another meeting of Films to Come last night (he'll probably claim "just barely" but he exaggerates).
The meeting opened with a discussion of the AFI lists of the Top Ten SF, Animated & Fantasy films. We dutifully raised our
hands for each film we'd seen (OK, we needed constant reminders from said moderator to do so, but we did). We were asked to
take guesses as to what we thought the top movie in each category would be. Bill and Mike P guessed Snow White in the
animated category. Liz B even guessed the number two film - Pinocchio. I guessed the top fantasy film - Wizard of Oz (Barry
threw the list on the table in despair - not sure if I should be insulted). The top SF film was 2001: A Space Odyssey - yes, we
guessed #1 as well as #2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. I'm sure Barry took full credit for this amazing feat - he must be rubbing off on us and
educating us in the ways of film. What we didn't tell him was that we "may have peeked" at the list when he briefly left the table may have. That's our group story and we will vehemently stick to it.
The Top 100 Films from the last 25 Years, Entertainment Weekly, came next. Barry read each and every one of those films. We
listened, somewhat attentively. I think Taras was making a list of porn star names - lol (he'll get it). While reading off the titles,
Barry questioned who had seen the films. Bill and Taras offered their takes on many of the films. We also found out films Taras
bought tickets to but never saw ;)
This was followed by an article on Quentin Tarantino's Inglorious Bastards (what actors should be cast in what role).
Next up, Barry showed us some bargain priced DVDs he thought might be of interest - a couple of the titles: Conan, Barbarella.
He also had a few "books" - among the selected titles: Years Best Fantasy & SF 2008, Segalogy: A Study of the A**-Kicking
Films of Steven Segal (a book about actor Steven Segal and his films).
The final portion of the meeting focused on currently featured films and upcoming films. A brief recap of June films, July films to
date and ended the evening with the August films. Of course, Dark Knight was discussed, as was X-Files (I can't wait).
A few brave people continued on to the diner to continue the night. I should have swiped that jello!!
Modern Masters - Friday, July 18 **date change for July only**
Moderator: Guest Sam Butler
Title: Reiffen’s Choice by SC Butler
Recap by: Ann-Marie
Those of us who attended Modern Masters on Friday, 7/18/08, had a fantastic time! I have it on good authority that Sam Butler
also had a great time (his email said so - lol!).
As you know, Sam was our May guest at Face the Fiction. It was at the end of the May meeting that it was decided to have Sam
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come back to discuss his book, Reiffen's Choice with us at Modern Masters. This proved to be a great idea, and an even better
time.
The meeting was held at Panera's. Bill postponed a previously planned trip to Philly to attend. Chris asked his Condo
Association to move a condo meeting up by 1/2 an hour to attend. I'm sure both are glad they altered their plans late on Friday to
attend. Aubrey & Mike P showed up and helped arrange the room. Sam was already there, and pitched in to help with the room.
We asked if he wanted anything and he declined - he'd already eaten. The rest of us grabbed some food, and started the
meeting. The fun never stopped for the next two hours!
The meeting covered any and everything under the sun - even what S.C. stands for. The discussion started with general
questions about Reiffen's Choice, its sequels, Sam's inspirations, publishing experiences and background. Briefly: English major
in college, did odd jobs, married, kids, needed more security - enter Wallstreet job for 25 years, still wanted to write but had little
time, wrote a baseball Western - Prairie Bit** that didn't get published and Movie Mice, started creating a fantasy world, 4 years
later he had Reiffen's Choice - ta da and here we are today! (Aubrey asked the specific questions pertaining to inspirations and
how his family felt about his writing - BTW, he said his middle daughter is his harshest critic). He created the map for the worlds
in Reiffen's Choice, and also made up the names of the lands/characters. The poetry is all original and his own. When you get a
chance, read Sam's "nursery rhyme" Ussene in Reiffen's Choice - scary stuff. Remember that creepy nursery rhyme from
Nightmare on Elm Street - "one, two Freddie's coming for you. 3, 4 better lock your doors?" Yep, kinda like that.
We then moved on to current likes/dislikes and views on things. Barry, who obviously was the only one who did his homework,
mentioned having heard an interview with Sam on Hour of the Wolf, discussed Sam's Blog at length, was familiar with Sam's
website and even knew Sam was a huge baseball fan (Barry even had a flyer for the new Commemorative baseball stamp). The
two of them had a fun chat about a Red Sox book (the title escapes me). It was during this part of the discussion that Barry
brought up Sam Likes Nothing. Apparently, Sam's friends have decided he likes nothing (movies, books, etc.) and he decided to
name a section of his blog exactly that! Barry pointed out that Sam did like Michael Clayton and was favorable about it on the
blog (Sam also likes movies about orangutans and has a penchant for cheap/schlocky horror films - he watches those lame SciFi
Channel movies too - I am so glad I'm not the only one wasting my Saturdays hoping against hope for a good one - I will embrace
my love of schlock).
We then moved to movies in general. Barry brought up Narnia and found a kindred soul in Sam. Barry has mentioned previously
at Films to Come, that he felt Narnia was lacking, he didn't "feel" Narnia. Sam agreed and added that the "spirit of fun" was
missing from the Narnia films. The books were fun, not the films. He blamed this, in part, to the films trying to be similar to Lord
of the Rings (LOTR). Bill still thinks Prince Caspian was a major wienie. Other films: Heavenly Creatures, Ratatouille, Iron Giant,
Bonfire of the Vanities, Star Wars (Sam was amused by the switch from Wookies to Ewoks to generate merchandise because
they're cuter - Barry had a theory that The Planet of the Apes had merchandise and they aren't cute/cuddly but only because they
did it "before merchandising was a true science").
We learned one of Sam's favorite films is It's A Wonderful Life. Quote from Sam, "I may maim and kill my characters, but I do
have a sentimental side." Hmmm, too funny. Keep in mind; he felt Merry or Pippin should have been killed for a better story in
LOTR. Did I mention what a funny guy Sam is? Oh yeah, he also had this tidbit, "I was an English major, I know for a fact that
there were no high heels in Beowulf!" (comment about a movie poster showing Angelina Jolie's character in high heels). Bill
responded with, "yes, but the heels make a cool clicking sound in the cave." Barry rationalized that the character "exists out of
time."
Sam asked what we like to read. Aubrey: he likes his demon & vampire stories. He's also currently enjoying the WebMage
books. Mike P: comics. Chris: probably bad Christmas stories - you know I had to say it ;). I gotta have my horror - mayhem,
destruction, darkness, gore - the good stuff. Barry: Stephen King & Tolkien. Sam found this interesting and this choice led to a
chat about The Stand being a possible homage to Tolkien's LOTR, Eyes of the Dragon and other King stories. Sam tossed out
LOTR being homage to Edgar Rice Burroughs - Bill was drooling and in his own personal heaven.
TV was next. I told you we covered any and everything. Babylon 5, Outer Limits, Dallas...just a few. We also covered "creative"
writing in TV.
It was nearing closing time, so Sam began wrapping up. He told us he is currently working on a fourth book loosely connected to
the Stoneways Trilogy. Working title: Avender in America. Avender, a character from the trilogy, comes to the "real" world. The
concept is what would it be like for a fantasy character in the real world. Sort of a gritty Enchanted (remember, he likes to kill his
characters - lol). Sam then gave out some goodies: free t-shirts and free copies of the collectible unedited versions of Reiffen's
Choice & Queen Ferris. Some of us purchased books, which Sam obligingly signed. We put the room together again, and, with
regret, left. We had to let Sam go home (begrudgingly), but not before making sure Sam would come back at another time to
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discuss Queen Ferris (Book 2).
We continued the night at Horizon Diner. All agreed it was a fun time, and that Sam was an awesome addition to our Modern
Masters meeting. Thanks to Sam for joining us and thanks to all who made it a great night.
Themes Of The Fantastic - Tuesday, July 22
Moderators: Bill Wagner & Steve Spinosa
Topic: YA SF & Fantasy

Recap by: Steve Spinosa
The evening began at Town Tavern in Little Falls where Bill, Todd, Craig & Grand Duke Taras joined me for dinner &
conversation, where Christian Bale's arrest, mysteries of Watergate, WPIX’s movie policy - adding deleted scenes to films like
TOP SECRET! and other sundry topics were discussed. We then repaired over to New Moon Comics where we were met by
Master Chris & Master Steve Rubin. I started the discussion with handouts (and a rubber mallet to keep people in line...lol) listing
some of my favorite YA titles (The Marvelous Inventions of Alvin Fernald, The Tom Swift Jr. Adventures (Taras & Todd debated
what Tom's Electronic Retroscope was used for) & The Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Series featuring The Three Investigators (whose
leader, Jupiter Jones, I liked because he was brainy & portly - "He's shaped like a god...Buddha," remarked Master Craig. The
floor was then open for examples & recollections of YA reading experiences (as well as the making and throwing of paper
airplanes by the "children". .lol...except for Grand Duke Taras, who was revealed to be the oldest member of the group, knocking
Chris from that position): Grand Duke Taras started by insisting that Robert A. Heinlein's Scribner juveniles should top the list (at
one point, in response to a Steve Rubin question, he whipped out his Blackberry, looked up and recited the ENTIRE list of
Heinlein Juveniles) then later told us that his father bought him books by Edgar Rice Burroughs{because he was a writer that
could be trusted). Bill recollected two YA Burroughs titles Tarzan & his Twins (cousins) & Tarzan & the Golden Lion, and also
discussed some of his favorite Scholastic book titles (including Flight of The Mushroom Planet & The Mad Scientists Club). Steve
Rubin recalled The Jupiter Series by Jerry Parnell, the Danny Dunn series ("A poor man's Tom Swift"), James Blish'sStar Trek
episode adaptations, & Robert Silverberg's Revolt on Alpha C ("the science is paper-thin B.S."). Steve also said that when he was
in school, he had read ALL of the children's books by the time he was in the fourth grade, but was NOT allowed to peruse the YA
section in the library. Todd mentioned that he loved The Phantom Tollbooth but was accused of only skimming the book by his
mom, who tended to crack the spines of the books she liked reading. Todd disproved her claim by citing whole paragraphs from
the book!!! Other cited works from Todd included Susan Cooper's Black Cauldron, the late Madeline L'engle's A Wrinkle in Time,
Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card, as well as Wyrms by OSC ("quite racy"), Lloyd Alexander's The Iron Ring, and the J. Grimes
series by A. Bertram Chandler. Master Craig said that he read Kurt Vonnegut's Harrison Bergerson when he was in the 6th grade
(precocious lad, wasn’t he?), and also cited The Golden Compass by Philip Pullman, & Lord of The Flies, as well as the Jonny
Quest cartoons from 1964. Master Chris H., acting on behalf of the absent Ann-Marie, cited the cartoon series Archie's Weird
Mysteries, & also passed around a book on the origins of the Hardy Boys & Nancy Drew, who might not be considered genre
(Craig then remarked that the Hardy Boys often explored Scientist labs and such in their stories, so that counts). We got into a
sidebar on Subversive YA SF, kicked off by the works of Brian Daly ("full of politics & sex"), John Varley (The Red Thunder),
Lewis Carroll (The Alice series-"subverting the minds of youth for centuries" said Todd)& Roald Dahl (Willy Wonka, James & The
Giant Peach). Grand Duke Taras also cited Jumper by Steven Gould, The Little Prince by Antoine Saint-Experre’, & the works of
Rudyard Kipling (Rikki Tikki-Tavi, The Jungle Book, & the Just So stories). This led to a digression in which Taras claimed that
skunks were the victims of "black & white discrimination”. Later on Steve Rubin told a joke about Gandhi having hard feet & bad
breath so that it could be called "Supercallousfragil isticexphalitosis", which the whole room groaned at (and poor Todd put his
head in his hands, while Chris told me to "get that down for the recap"). We finished up shortly before 10:00 p.m. See y'all next
time!!!

Out & About – Todd shares his adventures in Baltimore!
OK, so everyone else gets to regale you with talks of their fun and exciting trips outside of the Northern NJ area, and now it is my
turn:) Luckily for you, this is but the first of several trips that you will be required to know about, lol. Seriously, though, The
Ehrenfels Family went on a trip down to sunny old Maryland this past weekend and here is a glimpse of the exciting stuff we saw
(begin your envy now):
Day 1: I worked until nearly 2AM and then awakened at 4:30AM to get ready to go gather up my folks and begin the great journey
south to Baltimore, Maryland. In addition to my parents (Sue & Norman), we met up with my brother (Adam), his wife (Kristyn), my
nephews (Riley & Logan), and Kristyn's parents (Peter & Carol) and proceeded to caravan our way south. Although I maintained a
good 3-car length separation between my Element and my brother's Suburban, I am fairly certain I heard Logan screaming the
entire way to Baltimore. On the road we stopped for breakfast at a Dick Clark's American Bandstand restaurant. While the decor
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was nice, the food was terrible (sort of like American Bandstand one surmises), so take this as a travel advisory: avoid eating
anything prepared by Dick Clark, he wants to destroy us with horrible food. Eventually we made it to Baltimore, where we went on
a great Duck Tour (http://www.baltimor educks.com/) and enjoyed the sights while making utter fools of ourselves with Quackers
and music. Due to heat and cranky children we retired to the hotel early for Softshell Crabs and swimming in the ppppool (I put as
many extra p's on there as the kids swimming did for sake of accuracy).
Day 2: Owing to my suggestion, we went to go see the National Aquarium at Baltimore. Unfortunately, when we arrived at 10AM,
the earliest we could get in to the building was 3:30PM, so we opted to buy tickets for Sunday Morning instead and wander about
down at loose ends until 5PM when we would gather to go to the Baltimore Orioles game that night. The family split up, and my
folks and I eventually found ourselves at the Body Worlds Exhibit (http://www.maryland sciencecenter. org/) and learned a lot
about the brain, body, and internal systems. In addition to a lot of physiological information, I learned how to sign people up to
donate their bodies to be plastinated for science. Congratulations, to all of the members who have so graciously volunteered, I
look forward to seeing you on exhibit:) Seriously, though, we spent nearly three hours in the Body Worlds exhibit and then another
hour or so playing with Newtonian toys, Dinosaur bones, Weather tools, and much more before meeting up with Adam, Kristyn,
and the kids for dinner and a walk to the Camden Yards ballpark. The game was very strange (Detroit scored 6 runs in the first
inning, but the Orioles eventually won the game). Exhausted, we left the game early as it was past 10PM and the game was
dragging on at a wearying pace.
Day 3: We finally got in to see the National Aquarium at Baltimore (http://www.aqua. org/), which is an absolutely wonderful place
to visit with kids. Riley stared in rapt attention as my mother explained the exhibits in her 'teacher mode'. He giggled at some fish
and went "Wow!" when the sharks appeared in the tanks. We toured through the Amazon Rain Forest Preserve on the top floor of
the Aquarium to the delighted squeals of my nephews, who wanted to take some of the fauna home with them. We walked the
entire track of the exhibits before going to our scheduled 4-D Experience show on Planet Earth's sea creatures. Although the 4-D
Experience was only about 25 minutes long, it was an amazing show. In addition to the standard 3-D, the audience is sprayed
with water and air while smells and visual effects like bubbles, smoke, and snow are released for special machines in the ceiling.
When that was done, we enjoyed the Dolphin Show on Pier 4 of the Aquarium, and then toured through the Northern Australian
Outback preserve to more giggles, laughter, and amazement from young Riley. At the end, Riley wanted to stay at the Aquarium
forever and swim with the Dolphins. I wanted to join him. We returned home, contented and happy, with memories that will last
forever, and the gift shop receipts to prove it:)

Medium Screen Classics
Medium Screen Classics returned for its summer run on Saturday, 7/5/08. The three movies were well chosen – good job Barry –
and complimented each other well. Much food & drink, much fun, and we continued the day at Friendly’s after the marathon. The
next Medium Screen will be on Saturday, 8/2/08 with another triple play that so far includes – Metropolis, Metropolis anime
version… still deciding on #3.
Recap (Todd)
What can one say, it was a great afternoon spent with good friends, good food, and fun conversation. I arrived at the Hillsdale
Library at the same time as Barry Weinberger and we found Chris inside already setting up the machine and testing his copy of
The Thing From Another World to make sure everything was working (which it wasn't). Luckily I fiddled with the buttons and knobs
and wires while Barry and Chris set up the food with Ann Marie, and soon we were up and running. We had a brief chat about the
film and then started the movie. Mike Piazza joined us about fifteen or twenty minutes into the first feature.
The Thing From Another World still holds up well. Granted the premise of an alien stalking humans in an isolated environment has
become such a hackneyed cliché in our time, but this was the granddaddy of them all. Howard Hawks is listed as the Producer,
but there are a lot of Hawksian influences, so it is likely that he 'helped' with a lot of the directing. The storyline is very solid, with a
US Air Force crew and a North Pole science expedition uncovering a flying saucer (which they accidentally destroy with ice
melting thermite charges) and the body of an alien that looks like a cross between Frankenstein' s monster and a Turnip from
Hades. James Arness has a lot of fun maiming and killing people without use of a gun as he plays the alien and proceeds to
wreak havoc on the science station. It is important to keep in mind the way that the first story evolves because there are a lot of
references in the next film.
John Carpenter's The Thing still manages to scare and gross me out, as much today as it did when I was a kid. Perhaps one of
my favorite monster features, it ranks up there with Alien in my book, The Thing takes the premise of 'what is the ice station team
in the first film were unsuccessful in stopping the monster?' The film starts with Norwegian Scientists chasing down a sled dog
with a helicopter, guns, and bombs. When the Americans investigate (after killing the deranged scientists who accidentally blow
up their own chopper and shoot one of the Americans), they find tapes showing what amounts to a re-enactment of the original
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1951 film. The end result is far from pleasant, as it appears that the alien in this film is no mere plant man, but a microorganism
that absorbs and recreates the victim as a sort of doppelganger. Paranoia and vicious infighting ensue, making this more than a
simple monster movie. The psychological ramifications of the film are keenly felt as the scientists degenerate into suspicious
infighting with no knowing whom the villains are until Macready (Kurt Russell) develops a test. Mayhem ensues. Everyone dies.
Hopefully the monster dies too. Hopefully...
John Carpenter's Big Trouble in Little China was originally written to be a follow-up to Buckaroo Bonzai, but when there was not
enough interest in a sequel it was re-written and the story changed to include a new hero: Jack Burton. Aside from Snake Pliskin, I
think that Jack Burton is probably my favorite Kurt Russell role. Fast-talking, smart-a** truck drive Jack Burton is drawn into a
clash between good and evil in Chinatown as the Wing Kong, Triads, and Lo Pan gang up to steal away Mao Yin, the betrothed of
Jack's friend Lucky Wang, in order to sacrifice her to Xin Dai, god of the East, which will allow Lo Pan to regain his Earthly form
and rule the world from beyond the grave. Well, you know what ol' Jack Burton always says at a time like this...
Granted, I had to leave after John Carpenter's The Thing, so I can only assume that everyone had as much fun with Big Trouble
as I always do (that movie always makes me smile). Now back to your regularly scheduled programming. .
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The creative talents at Bones could have just figured
that dropping a six-foot blonde warrior into the middle
of all the blood-spraying mayhem would provide a
neat visual accent.
The good guys, for their part, are likable even if their
thematic trappings are likewise familiar to us. The
teaming of a master swordsman and a pint-sized kid
places Sword of the Stranger somewhere on the
spectrum between Lone Wolf and Cub and Dororo.
Similarly, the hero’s lack of a name (in Japanese he’s
called “Nanashi”), is also not particularly original, but
again Sword of the Stranger adroitly avoids the
outright cliché: our protagonist’s backstory is
especially heavy and memorable— one might even be
tempted to call it shocking. Probably most
importantly, the characters effectively serve their
primary purpose throughout— they keep the action
coming.

Peter Gutierrez
Anime Review—
Sword of the Stranger
??

By Peter Gutiérrez

??

Published 07/18/2008 FireFox

??

Anime and Manga

??

Unrated

Bandai Entertainment and the animation studio Bones
have teamed up to offer audiences one of the more
rousing samurai epics in recent memory. This is the
first time helming of a full-length movie for director
Masahiro Ando, but you certainly wouldn’t know it—
Sword of the Stranger sports some the best direction
in an anime feature I’ve seen in a while. With a
background that includes stints as an animator or
storyboard artist on properties such as Fullmetal
Alchemist, Ghost in the Shell, and Cowboy Bebop,
Ando is certainly well prepared to combine arresting
visuals and grand action sequences, but the way that
he has married those elements to the typical features
of a jidaigeki is quite impressive.

With fight scenes that play out as a cross between
traditional chambara and wire-work HK movies from
the ‘90s, Sword of the Stranger’s set pieces are not
staged in ways that would immediately call a standard
anime to mind. That’s because the choreography is
spectacular without being fantastical, with the end
result that the action is rendered more realistic and
satisfying. Ando and his team also handle the
moments of stillness and quiet effectively, although I
feel that in a small handful of scenes the figures are a
bit too static. Still, the painterly backgrounds are
often gorgeous and the musical score is so stirring
that I sat through all the closing credits simply so I
could hear every last drop of it. In short, this is a firstrate production on almost every level.
In L.A. Sword of the Stranger is screening with
Japanese audio and English subtitles. In the New
York version, which is the one I saw, the dubbing is
fine for the most part, particularly Aidan Drummond as
young Kotaro. My one gripe with the work of the
English language cast is that sometimes the
secondary characters sound a little too milquetoast; I
don’t have a problem with the flattened, Midwest
infections, but when these get further blanderized it’s
as if these are suburban guys chatting over their
hedges rather than dealing with matters of bloody
intrigue. With either version, though, you’re not apt to
go wrong if you’re an anime or jidaigeki fan, let alone
both.

He and screenwriter Fumihiko Takayama also do a
nice job of juggling a large cast of characters, all the
while cloaking the proceedings with mystery and
revealing motives and character history bit by bit.
This strategy helps somewhat to obscure the fact that
the essential plot is extremely familiar, involving the
stuff of countless Hollywood action-fantasy outings
and even Saturday morining cartoons: there’s a
potion (forgive me— an “elixir”) that will grant
immortality, and the bad guys of course must sacrifice
someone good to make it work, so then we’ve got
your basic race-against-time/innocent-in-peril
structure at work.
What makes Sword of the Stranger’s treatment of this
premise more intriguing than most others is that the
core villains are Chinese— with much of the dialogue
in Mandarin— which sets up some interesting cultural
clashes as well as contrasts in fighting styles. I say
“core villains” because certainly enough the baddies
are Japanese as well. Is the plot, then, which
involves Ming emissaries creating a fortress on
Japanese soil, a metaphor for China’s growing
dominance in the region today and the subsequent
eclipse of Japan’s economic/political might? Maybe.
Mitigating against such an interpretation is the fact
that two of the key prinicipals are gaijin (or gweilo,
take your pick), suggesting that this Sengoku-set
drama is foreshadowing the nineteenth century
“opening”of East Asia to Western imperialism. Again,
maybe.
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made ("Iron Man") and now the best DC movie ever
made!
Space Chimps by Alan Ployniak

Film Reviews
BatMan: Dark Knight by Brian Keveney
Awesome, awesome, awesome. Bale was so-so,
Oldman was better, Caine & Freeman were terrific,
Eckert was magnificent, but Ledger was beyond
phenomenal. Absolutely worth an Oscar - hands
down. He should be a lock.

Chris and I were planning to see "Wall-E" today and
invited my stepson's girlfriend's daughter to come with
us. When we get to the multiplex, the tyke says that
she wants to see "Space Chimps" instead. The ad
campaign didn't thrill me as much as "Wall-E's" buzz
but try reasoning with a 12-year-old some time.

It was climax after climax after climax. It never
stopped. And plot twist after plot twist after plot twist.
Just when you thought it was over - wham - here we
go again. Exciting, engrossing, fascinating character
development. The Joker and Dent. You could see
Dent's fall, if you were a fan of the comics, you new it
was coming, but oh how it was done.

I didn't expect to like it as much as I did. Yes the
science is as horrendous as any film on the
"Inconceivable" list, but if you channel your inner child
and stifle you inner nit-picker (OK I couldn't
completely do the latter) you just might have fun.
There are plenty of "why didn't they do the obvious?"
moments, but sometimes pointing them out is half the
fun.

Go see it NOW. Leave work if you have to. Quit work
if you have to. I can't even imagine what this must be
like in IMAX format. But I will try and find out.

As our story unfolds, NASA has just lost an expensive
unmanned probe that has fallen into a worm hole. A
budget cutting senator threatens to shut the space
program down if they don't do something to save
face. They could send human astronauts into the
worm hole but since they don't know if the probe
survived they want to send chimps first. Since the
chimps at the Cape's visitor's center are just mascots
they turn to the grandson of the first chimp in space –
who as circus "Human" cannonball has even less
astronaut training than the mascots.

Best movie I've seen in several years.
Addendum by Brian: Heath Ledger makes the
Joker his own, and then some. He nails it. As great
as Jack was (and Caesar Romero wasn't), Ledger
takes the Joker to astronomical heights without being
over the top. You really get to understand the Joker,
and why he does what he does. Of course you don't
like it, but you understand it. He has his own very sick
and twisted logic, but he is consistant with it. He is a
sociopath, psychopath, and every other ..path you
can think of. He is beyond crazy and insane. I don't
have the words to describe him other than he is a
force of chaos that is totally in control (it makes sense
when you see the movie). But a clown he is
not. Ledger's portrayal of him is awesome.

Don't expect the story's internal sense of logic to
improve on that. And yet the feel good story of an
underachiever finding his inner hero is enough to
make you over look such "what were they thinking?"
moments.
---------------------------------------------------------------------Wall-E by Chris Hasselkus
PIXAR can do no wrong. Another fine example of
their work. It has almost no dialog, so the audience
has to work with this one. I read that they reviewed
the works of Chaplin + Keaton to get a feel for how to
have the characters express themselves without
words. Very good.
The Visitor by Chris Hasselkus
A man who lives and works in Connecticut also has a
place in NYC. He has to come down to present a
paper, and finds a couple living in his
apartment. What happens next is very poignant.
Once (DVD) by Chris H
I finally caught up with this one. On a miniscule
budget, a lovely film about two people brought
together by the power of songs. Very well done.
Hancock by Chris H
Went to see Hancock on opening day. There's
something about Will Smith & Independence Day
weekend that are meant to go together. Anyway, it

Also, don't overlook the role of Aaron Eckart (Thank
You For Smoking) as Harvey Dent. Very very good.
Surprisingly I got the feeling that Batman was a minor
character in this movie. Something to contrast with
the main characters - Joker, Dent, and, to an
extent Gordon (Gary Oldman). They are the main
characters, with Bale, Caine, and Freeman supporting
them.
Ana chimes in: The spouse chiming in here: Ledger
*owned* the Joker! He was in his own way scarier
than Nicholson was, and that is saying a great deal.
Batman by Alan Polyniak
When I first saw "Batman Begins" I said it was the
movie that the previous four should have been. "The
Dark Knight" makes "Batman Begins" seem like
the previous four!
Coming out of the theater Chris and I were exhausted
from the adrenalin rush and crash. So far this
Summer has given us the best Marvel movie ever
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new film attempts to make you believe that Verne &
his fictional surrogates were right (whether you do or
not is up to you)!!! I give it an A for effort!!!
-------------------------------------------------------------------Hellboy II: The Golden Army by Todd Ehrenfels
I liked the film, but the Celtic mythos train wreck kind
of annoyed me. Brian and I were discussing this
earlier and I was pointing out the strange name
swaps. For example:

starts out as a comedy and ends up more a drama.
Generally pretty decent. B
Hellboy II - Chris
My brother was visiting from Virgina. He was a big fan
of the first Hellboy film, so we went to see the second
one. Between Hellboy's
attitude and the special effects, it made for a fun film.
The plot was rather simple, but an overall well done
film. B+
Stagecoach – Chris H
Bill and I saw the 1939 version of Stagecoach at the
Hillsdale Library. It was directed by John Ford and
introduced John Wayne as a star after doing many BWesterns earlier. One of the best westerns ever
made.
Aubrey and I went to see Mamma Mia!, AMC @
GSP. I then went up by myself to see The Dark
Knight at the Lafayette in Suffern.

Balor: In HB2 he is King of the Elves and father of
Nuada he lost his hand in battle with humans and it
was replaced by the goblin kind with a fine silver one.
In Celtic Myth he is the King of the Fomorians (a giant
with one red eye), and is defeated during the Tuatha
de Danaan's invasion of Ireland. Balor was killed by
Lugh during the battle, after Balor had killed Nuada
with his poisonous eye. http://en.wikipedia .org/wiki/
Balor (This article is close enough)

Second things first. The Dark Knight was better than
Batman Begins, which I thought was the best Batman
movie to date. Between the twists and the special
effects, it was a fine film. The really great thing was
Heath Ledger. Talk about seething evil. An Oscar nod
for sure. Grade: B+
Reviews for Mamma Mia! generally haven't been very
good. US did give it 3 1/2 stars. Having seen the play,
I knew it couldn't capture the live interaction between
cast and audience. But with that said, I loved the film.
The critics don't seem to understand that it's more of
a play than a film - a happy musical. Meryl Streep had
a better singing voice than I would have thought and
seemed to be having the time of her life singing those
joyous ABBA songs. Pierce Brosnan can't really sing,
but his vocals were secondary to the lyrics. Definitely
the feel-good film of the year. Grade: A
-------------------------------------------------------------------Journey To The Center of The Earth/New 3-D
version by Steve Spinosa
Just saw the new 3-D version of Jules Verne's
Journey...this afternoon (I believe this is the 10th such
adaptation, filmed or televised, since 1959). The film
follows the basic storyline established in the original
novel of a Professor (Brendan Fraser) leading his
nephew (Josh Hutcherson) & hired guide (Anita
Briem) down a volcano in Iceland to the (All together
now)"CENTER OF THE EARTH". The story is very
well done and the 3-D effects work very well (you
must wear the special glasses of course). The
legendary device of the Professor explaining or
arguing scientific matters with his nephew and/or
hired guide is retained for often-humorous effect in
this film (especially when they yell them to each other
as they're falling!!!). When we first reread the novel (in
the 1871 translation, which is the most popular
reprinting, according to Wikipedia) , Jim was
dismayed to learn that the scientific calculations
displayed by the Professor & his nephew don't come
out correctly. Wikipedia says that many of the facts
Verne mentioned are now known to be false, yet the

Nuada: In HB2 he is the son of Balor and twin brother
of Nuala who wants to murder the humans with
extreme prejudice. In Celtic myth, Nuada is King of
the Tuatha De Danaan, and he loses his hand fighting
the Fir Bolg (dwarf/leprechaun creatures) and it is
eventually replaced by a silver one thanks to Dian
Cecht (the great smith of the Tuatha de Danaan).
Nuada is killed by Balor and succeeded by Lugh as
King. http://en.wikipedia .org/wiki/ Nuada_Airgetl%
C3%A1m
Nuala: To the best of my knowledge this character
was created for the film.
For purposes of the film I do not see why Balor's
name was even used. His name should have been
kept as Nuada, and the character of Nuada should
have been named as Lugh or some other name. It is
a small gripe, but it just annoys me.
Wall-E by Todd Ehrenfels
Personally I loved it for the clever way that the film
carries out the love story. WALL-E is brilliant as a
character because he is basically the only one who
gets it. Everyone else is so inured into their roles (like
the two couch potatoes he wakes up in his journey
through the Axiom) that they do not see anything
else. The best secondary character to wake up is
MO, the cleaning robot, who sees "Foreign
Contaminants" off of the path that he is supposed to
stay on and jumps off the track to clean them up.
There is a great bit where MO leaves the track for the
first time and he has this look like he is expecting to
get struck by lightning. Also, the fact that the only
character capable of love is a garbage robot is
poignant and clever. Frankly, I love this film and will
gush all day long over it.
Feel free to sling Nerd remarks my way, I will take my
optimism from this film and continue smiling as I
jokingly say 'Directive' "Eeeeeeeeeeeva! " and
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"Foreign Contaminants! "

till the bitter end.

So far as I can see this was the best film of the year,
Hands Down!

Which was not all that bad, by the way, for all that the
film insulted my intelligence any number of times
along the way.

Taras’½-way Review
Hancock- half-way review
A few years back, I commented that one of the things
I liked about The Fantastic Four movie is the portrait
of the superhero as a**hole: Johnny Storm, self-styled
Human Torch.

The filmmakers made a mistake in setting the film in
real New York City locations, instead of something
like the Gothic Gotham of Tim Burton’s imaginings.
The far-fetched plot would be more believable set in
an internally consistent alternate reality.

Now we have a movie about a superhero whom
everyone calls “a**hole”. Will Smith stars an inept
drunken oaf of a superhero, facing 600 subpoenas for
destruction of property.

Some guys I overheard compared it to Phone Booth,
the 2002 Colin Farrell thriller. And indeed, The Joker
always seems to be taking somebody hostage.
One thing the movie, like the comics, tends to forget
is, even if Batman is too pure to kill The Joker, all the
relatives and friends of his many victims will not be.

His situation begins to change when he saves the life
of a PR man (Justin Bateman), who takes him in
hand. And meets the PR man’s wife (Charlize Theron)
- who acts as if she knows him from before.

P.S.: Once this is posted I will take my first look at
other reviews.

Excellent writing and acting all around.
Hancock - the rest of the way
Just possibly the best superhero movie ever made,
with real psychological depth and pathos in addition to
sheer entertainment.

Journey to the Center of the Earth 3D - 4/4ths
review
On an impromptu field trip to Iceland, a geologist
(Brendan Fraser), his nephew (the annoying Josh
Hutcherson), and a mountain guide (pretty Anna
Briem) discover the hard way that Jules Verne’s novel
is based on fact.

It has the advantage of creating its own mythos,
instead of merely ringing changes on an existing
creation. Which is to say, it can surprise you in ways
no film adaptation of a superhero franchise can.

If you see this at all, see it in 3D. I was bored by the
all too predictable story even so - though the
audience applauded at the end.

Hancock and Iron Man in the same summer - not bad!
The Dark Knight - 4/4ths review

This is really a film for kids. Expect all the laws of
physics and plausibility to be thrown somewhat
joyously to the four winds.

Overlong, sometimes maddening sequel to Batman
Begins, reuniting star Christian Bale and director
Christopher Nolan, and replacing Katie Holmes with
Maggie Gyllenhaal as Batman’s true but estranged
love.

The screenwriters cannot even be bothered to get
Icelandic names right. The last name of an Icelandic
woman is the first name of her father, plus the suffix
dottir.
Hellboy II: The Golden Army - 4/4ths review
Guillermo del Toro’s witty and visually imaginative
take on the cult fave comic book hero (Ron Perlman),
his literally fiery girlfriend (Selma Blair), and his
aquatic sidekick (Doug Jones).

Which is a problem in itself. Holmes was one of the
things that didn’t work in the first film -- no chemistry
with Bale -- so I wasn’t displeased to see her
replaced. But Gyllenhaal, though the better actress,
also has no chemistry with Bale -- and, to put it
tactfully, it has always been her brother Jake who was
considered to have gotten most of the looks in the
family. So lines in the script referring to her character
as a “beauty” do not ring very true.

Story: Faery Prince Nuada (Luke Goss doing Tom
Cruise) murders his pacifist father, the King (Roy
Dotrice) to take possession of a mystical crown that
will let him unleash the invincible Golden Army
against mankind. But his twin sister, Princess Nuala
(Anna Walton, who also reminded me of someone
else) flees with part of the crown ...

Heath Ledger as The Joker: I found I was getting tired
of his shtick at the half-hour point. But I only groaned
out loud after he is captured and I glanced at the time:
there was an hour more of the 2:30 running time to
go!

Plenty of weird creatures and exciting fights, but also
characters with enough dimension that you care
about them and their feelings.

It was a struggle at times, but I managed to stick it out
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and the church. I was glad to see Duchovny again but
Anderson was a tour de force.

Second Hand Review by Aubrey Ward
The X-Files: I Want To Believe

My Grade: B+ "X-Files: I Want To Believe" is
probably one of the quieter films of the blockbuster
season. With more emphasis on the cerebral than
CGI spectacles, "X-Files Film 2" should be a nice
break for those weary of the lightshows and also a
nice treat for fans of the show. I enjoyed seeing the
changes that Mulder and Scully have been through
since the show ended. Well, okay, Mulder hasn't
changed that much. But both David Duchovny and
Gillian Anderson alone are worth the price of
admission. The two definitely made a believer outta
me....again!

An FBI agent goes missing. They enlist a psychic
priest (Billy Connolly) to help but Agent Whitney
(Amanda Peet) decides that they need an
additional consultant to help on this case. Whitney
calls on former FBI agent Fox Mulder (David
Duchovny) to use his expertise to track down this
endangered agent. The X-Files team of Mulder and
Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson) don't have any qualms
about ditching the Fed life but saving a person might
be enough incentive to call them back to duty.
I don't even know how long it's been since "The XFiles" retired to Syndication Land. I was afraid, like
many other fans, that the thrill had been long gone
and this would be some big budget spectacle with our
beloved duo riding shotgun (or worse, in the back
seat). Not the case here, thank Jebus.

The Dark Knight
We left Gotham City with Wayne Maynor obliterated,
Lucius Fox (Morgan Freeman) appointed head of
Wayne Enterprises by Mr. Wayne himself, and a
major plot against the city thwarted by a mysterious
man in a cape.

In a nutshell, "I Want To Belive" is an extended
episode of an X-Files tv show. You got Mulder trusting
the psychic and trying to get everyone else to believe
in the psychic, too. You got Scully who is all about the
facts and constantly warns Mulder not to rely on tea
leaves and chicken bones for answers. And then you
got the FBI agents who think they're both nuts.
Aah....just like old times.

Now we see that Bruce Wayne (Christian Bale) is
living in a penthouse while his grand estate is rebuilt.
Of course Alfred (Michael Caine) is there, too. Bruce
is still fighting crime as Batman. Rachel Dawes
(Maggie Gyllenhaal) has begun a relationship with
district attorney Harvey Dent (Aaron Eckhart).
Gotham City's crime rate has plummeted thanks to
the actions of a certain vigilante.

The story isn't completely flawless. There were a few
points were things got a little confusing or some plot
hole was only half filled. The locations were hard to
keep track of as well. It's like it started off in West
Virginia, then we headed for D.C., then I guess we
were in Virginia.... I can always go to Wikipedia to sort
it out. Overall, it's a good plot that will keep you on the
edge of your seat one minute and then make you sit
and think the next minute. I was never bored. Just
hoping that Mulder could decipher what the priest was
seeing fast enough to nab the bad guy and save the
agent.

With the underworld on a leash the criminal
masterminds turn to The Joker (Heath Ledger) for
help (whether they want it or not). Joker is certain that
he can get rid of the Bat and restore disorder to the
city. Batman will soon discover that this newest foe
may wear a smile but his devious plans are no
laughing matter.
First off, "The Dark Knight" is a long movie. A really
long movie. My gosh I don't remember the last time I
spent so much time in the theater. Was it "The Return
of the King"? I really give major kudos to the writers
and filming crew for giving me my money's worth. A
big story that takes the time to cover any and all
details. My advice is to go to the potty beforehand and
don't buy a beverage unless you have really strong
bladder control. Trust me, you do not want to miss a
moment of this masterpiece.

Aside from the weirdness and the mystery and the
chases there was also a lot of drama that I'm not
accustomed to in X-Files. We learn that the psychic is
not just a priest but a Catholic priests. And not just a
Catholic priests but one of "those" Catholic priests.
There's a really charged scene between Scully (who
detests the man) and the psychic.

Yep, I said "masterpiece" . "Batman Begins" was
literally just the beginning. The story is so great. I
dunno how many scipt doctors worked on that thing
but God bless them. There was so much for my brain
to feast on. There's Batman doing his thing but then
there's Bruce coming to grips with his Dark Knight
persona. He's now unsure if Gotham is really
benefitting from a costumed avenger dishing out the
law with his own hands. There's Rachel and her

Both Anderson and Duchovny kick butt showing that
Mulder & Scully have grown and changed along with
their audience. Though Mulder's search for the
missing agent is exciting I was more intrigued by
Scully's subplot involving her fight to save a very ill
little boy. A fight that will challenge many of her
beliefs; her belief in her skills as a doctor, her belief in
her relationship with Mulder, and her belief in God
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having to choose between her emotionally damaged
childhood sweethert and her current courageous beau
who is poised to become a great city leader. Lt.
Gordon (Gary Oldman) supports Batman much to the
chargrin of his law enforcement buddies. And then
there's The Joker and his amazing schemes. What is
he after? Is he really crazy? How exactly did he get
that scarred grin on his mug?

to further emphasize the change in Rachel. While she
would love to wait around for Bruce to get over his
"cape and cowl" schtick Rachel knows she has a
much more secure and stable place being by
Harvey's side. Another fine scene is when she stands
up to The Joker. Rachel graduates from a disposable
love interest to an independent and vital character.
But that's just my humble opinion.

The most impressive thing about "The Dark Knight" is
that it doesn't seem like a typical comic book movie.
Actually, it felt more like a genuine police drama. Sure
there are some big effects moments like crashing
helicopters and a hospital explosion but the emphasis
was obviously (and thankfully) on making Gotham
City as real as possible. It's like they reduced the
Batman mythos to the bare essentials. "The Dark
Knight" takes away the snazzy gadgets (well, most of
the outlandish ones, anyway) and villain sound bites
and focuses on what Batman truly is: a detective.

Gripes? What gripes? I ain't seen nothin' to gripe
about. Neato, right?
My Grade: A+ "The Dark Knight" is excellent,
powerful, exciting, intelligent, thrilling, enthralling,
captivating, moving...... the movie is just ridiculously
superb and if you ain't seen it yet then you are truly
missing out on one of the best movies of 2008.
Mamma Mia
Sophie (Amanda Seyfried) is just mere days from
getting hitched. Her dream is for her father to walk her
down the aisle. Only problem is she doesn't know who
her dad is. She invites three potential suitors to the
big event and hopes that the answer will reveal itself.
And when her mother (Meryl Streep) finds out that
three of her old boyfriends are back for a
reunion....well. ...Mamma Mia!!

I'm starting to repeat myself but I think a lot of people,
especially those who abhor the usual superhero
movie formula, will appreciate this bold attempt to
make Batman more realistic and grounded. This style
change had an unexpected effect on my view of
Batman in the movie. He looked out of place. He
looked like a freak. It actually felt weird to see a guy
dressed up in that uniform beating on thugs. In the
other Batman movies he seemed to really fit in. The
sets and characters were molded around him so that
even amongst the public he looked normal. But not in
this picture and I love it. I mean, if a guy was doing
that in real life wouldn't look a little odd? Let's be
honest, folks.

Fun! That's "Mamma Mia" in a word. Just outrageous,
zany, and gigglelicious fun. There's Sophie and her
big secret about her three dads. The three men in
question (Pierce Brosnan, Stellan Skarsgard, & Colin
Firth) are clueless as to why they've been invited but
they sure remember Sophie's mother, Donna. And
poor Donna is aleady dealing with her daughter
getting hitched and now she has to face a trio of
ghosts from her past. Luckily, she has her two
buddies (Christine Baranski & Julie Walters) to lean
on.

Heath Ledger as The Joker? I think he did very well. I
believe Ledger provided the kind of Joker that fit into
this particular "Batverse". He's funny but it's mostly
subtle humor. He does have a few outlandish gags
such as when he visits Harvey Dent in the hospital. I
also liked the philosophy the writers gave him. This
Joker isn't completely bent on revenge and he isn't a
total nut, either. He has an interesting belief system
and that's kinda why he's so fascinated by Batman.
The Caped Crusader is his polar opposite.

Okay, we already know the songs. ABBA's legendary
hits like the movie title, "Chiquitita" , "Dancing Queen"
and other gems are impressively fleshed out into
scenes of drama. One of my favorites is Baranski's
character belting "Does Your Mother Know" while
trying to ignore the persistent charms of a studly
young admirer. "SOS" is turned into a romantic
pleading between Brosnan and Streep. You would
think the tour de force would be Streep unleashing an
emotionally charged rendition of "Winner Takes It All"
but not in my book. It's the bonus scene right after the
movie (not after the credits, thank goodness) that
completely blew me away. All I'll reveal about that
spectacle is Pierce Brosnan in a 70s disco rocker
outfit belting "Waterloo". Priceless, simply priceless.

The Joker is an anarchist while Bats represents
order. Yeah, I know many comics have
probably already pointed this relationship out but I've
never seen it so plainly end elegantly explained in
movie form. All in all, Ledger's Joker will make you
giggle at times and make you shiver other times. A
fine portrayal of our beloved Clown Prince of Crime.
And I gotta stick up for Maggie Gyllenhaal (see Mr.
Taras's review). I think she did a fine job as Rachel. I
think she stayed true to the character established in
the "Batman Begins" while simultaneously adding her
own enhancements. Actually, the cast change helps

I know everyone's buzzing about who rose to the
occassion and who fell flat when it came to the
vocals. Well, being a music buff and a
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their outrageous predicaments. On the plus side, it's
one of the cheapest Greek vacations going on this
summer. Take a chance, already.

pretty sensational belter in my own right I must admit
that the singing isn't earth-shattering. However, the
singing is not abyssmal. The best way I can decribe it
is that the crew were more focused on the
emotional deliveries of the songs rather than hiring
professional singers that would probably oversing the
material and bring down the fun factor in the
story. Alright, enough beating round the bush:

Wall-E
Okay, we all know from the trailer that WALL-E is
alone on planet Earth. His task is to take care of the
massive oceans of garbage that humans have
produced (guess those landfills got full). After a really
long time of soloness a shuttle lands and delivers a
shiny robot named EVE. EVE is actually on a
classified mission but WALL-E eventually wears her
down and the two become friends. EVE fulfills her
mission and the shuttle comes back to claim her. But
not before WALL-E grabs a handful of rocket and
hurtles into the cosmos after his lady friend.

Meryl Streep - if you didn't know she could sing from
her opening number in "Death Becomes Her" then
you know now.
Pierce Brosnan - Imagine being on an island with blue
waters, azure skies, a summer breeze and laying in
Pierce Brosnan's arms as he neslteshis head on your
shoulder and sings you a lullaby right into your
ear.......what was I talking about? Oh yeah, Brosnan's
vocals. Takes a little getting used to but I felt he had a
nice, rock-y flavor. Kinda like Sting with a slightly sore
throat.

What the trailer doesn't show you is the other part of
the plot, which involves the human race, coasting
along on a huge starship. The plan is for the humans
to cruise the galaxy while the Earth is cleaned up. 700
years have passed and man is now reduced to hover
chair bound couch potatoes. Eve’s discovery could
mean a big change for the human race. And WALL-E
gets to help!

Colin Firth - Nice
Stellan Skarsgard - Probably the weakest link but "A"
for effort.

Well, I can see why the nerd community is raving
about this picture. The main character is an adorable
bucket of bolts (imagine the shrunken body of Johnny
5 with the downloaded charisma of Steve Urkel). The
Axiom starship that the people ride around in is
created for the sole purpose of relieving the
passengers from performing any strenuous activity.
Imagine the ST:TNG Enterprise merged with Best
Buy. By year seven-zero-zero walking is virtually
extinct thanks to levitating Lay-Z Boys. Oh and all
those wonderful robots. All shapes, all sizes, all
functions. Yes, Pixar has rewarded it's pocket
protector bearing brethren by making a movie that
speaks to them in the syntax lingo they live and die
for.

Julie Waters - brash and fiesty, like her character.
Christine Baranski - she kept in tone with her high
class character. Plus, she's a Broadway hoofer
anyway so she knew what she was doing and does it
well.
Amanda Seyfried - pretty, pretty ballerina girl (that
means she did fine. a sweet voice).
Dominic Cooper - Sophie's beau, Sky, sounds very
similar to Ewan McGregor in "Moulin Rouge"
Dramatically, it was brilliant. I think it was one of those
productions where everyone was just out to have a
good time. If my agent told me I'd get to dance around
a Greek island resort singing ABBA songs and get
paid for it I'd be on the first plane.

For the normal citizens the plot paints a pretty bleak
picture of Earth. WALL-E suggests a chilling
apocalypse where the superstore Buy N Large has
taken over the land (and probably the planet but to
keep things simple we stick to one US city). Humans
have finally succeeded in covering terra firma in
garbage and industrial waste. The soil is parched, the
sky is smogged, even the animals seemed to have
been wiped out (save for the cockroaches).

Aside from the ABBA influence and the gorgeous
Greek island settings the story is not half bad. As
soon as the three men appear I just had to know who
dad was and then when it seemed liked I
knew...NOPE! ....not him, try again, ha ha ha. There's
more to the plot but I'm not telling (nyah, nyah).

Then you got the other side of the bleak spectrum
with humans tripping the cosmos fantastic without
lifting a finger, a foot or even their heads. The sight of
humanity reduced to slushee guzzling, gelatinous,
floating blobs is one of the most disturbing scenes of
2008. Farfetched you say? Take your cell phone.
Smash it with a hammer. Now go to that old phone
mounted on the kitchen wall. Yeah, the one without

My Grade: B+ Is it the greatest movie musical ever
made? No. Is it a movie that will make you smile and
make your toes tap? You betcha! "Mamma Mia" is an
effervescent break from the current adrenaline
pumping blockbusters on the marquee. It's one of
those movies where you can just relax and immerse
yourself in the wacky world of these characters and
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speed dial and call your best friend. Now call your
local Domino's. What? You don't know the numbers
because they were stored in your cell?

opposition. Distraught by the carnage King Balor
forms a truce with the humans. The army is sealed
away and the races depart for their chosen parts of
the world. However, Balor's son Prince Nuada (Luke
Goss) doesn't trust the humans to hold up their part of
the agreement. He exiles himself until his people
need him not as a prince but rather as a general.

Farfetched, my hiney.
Aside from the social warnings Pixar once again fuses
dazzling digital artistry with gigglelicious humor,
loveable characters, and heartstring tugging moments
of emotional depth. And this is the first time I've seen
live humans performers spliced into the action. Even
Fred Willard has some live action scenes. Yes,
Willard was the perfect choice to play the Buy N
Large president.

Fast forward to the present where Prince Nuada has
returned and has decided that now is the perfect time
to eradicate the humans and restore Earth's rule back
into the hands of his mystical brethren. Hellboy (Ron
Perlman) and the BPRD have to find the golden
crown before Prince Nuada does or else all of
humanity will perish! (insert dramatic echo on
"perish!")

While I can't say that I was blown away by the movie I
will say that it was a lot better than I expected. How
long will Pixar's winning streak last? I dunno.
They've taken monsters, toys, superheroes, cars,
rats, and robots and concocted some really cool
productions that have delighted audiences of all ages
and made Disney very, very rich. If Pixar ever does
have a dud it'll be a dismal day in Hollywood (y'know,
until the next Harry Potter movie comes around to lift
our spirits again).

Ahh, here it is. Finally! Seems like forever since Big
Red's sensational big screen debut. The followup
stays true to Sequel Rule #1 which is that the second
movie must be bigger than the first. That means a
bigger story, bigger effects and in Hellboy's case
bigger creatures. Though the plot is mainly about
Hellboy and his crew putting a halt to Nuada's
plans there is a lot more to look forward to such as a
love interest for Abe Sapien (Doug Jones),
relationship strife between Hellboy and Liz Sherman
(Selma Blair), a new agent (voiced by Seth
McFarlane) with some fantastic abilities, and Hellboy's
continuing struggle to be accepted by the people he's
sworn to protect. Yeah, an hour and fifty minutes is
plenty of time to cover all this. And more!

Oh and that pre-short revolving around a showbunny
trying to snag a tasty carrot from a demanding
magician is an outstanding appetizer. I never thought
I'd see a toon that could faithfully recapture the aura
of those classic Looney Tunes ribticklers.
My Grade: B+ Pretty good story about a robot that
stumbles upon the fate of mankind while simply
looking for someone to watch "Hello Dolly" with. While
I was especially captivated by the shocking fates of
Earth and it's former inhabitants most viewers will
probably gravitate towards those tried and true
staples of Pixar's productions: cute characters, clever
sight gags, and the voice of John Ratzenberger. Don't
bother telling your significant nerd other. He's already
seen it five times, downloaded the original screenplay
to his Blackberry and has locked himself in his
makeshift Enterprise Bridge memorizing the most
notable sound bites.

I loved the story but I gotta gush about the effects
(that way I won't spoil anything). The first thing on my
mind is the Troll Market. Very similar to that hidden
sorcerer's city in the Harry Potter movies where it's a
big old market hidden by secret passages and stuff.
But the variety of creatures that were featured....
.made the Mos Eisley Cantina look like the airport
Motel 6 (ha, ha I just had to put in that SW zinger).
Seriously, that scene in the Market will definitely
amaze you and remind you of those other scenes in
other movies like SW where a wide variety of
creatures are displayed like an imagination buffet.

Hellboy II - The Golden Army

I dunno if it's Mignola and Del Toro or just Mignola or
just Del Toro or some Mignola along with some Del
Toro.....whatever the case if you loved the kooky
creations in the first movie or "Pan's Labyrinth" get
ready for more. Whether it's CG, rubber suits or a mix
of the two Hellboy has some gorgeous creatures. I am
so getting the action figure of that amazing spectre
with the "eyeful" wings. Could barely understand what
it was saying but I would love to get a little maquette
of it, place it by the kitchen sink, and talk to it as I
wash dishes.

Flashback to a time when Hellboy was just a wee
bairn urging his daddy (John Hurt returns! sort of) to
read him a bedtime story. "Papa Broom" gives in and
tells a tale about an ancient war between humans and
mystics (mystics meaning elves, trolls, gnomes, you
get the gist). King Balor (Roy Dotrice), lord of the
elves and stuff, receives a visit from one of his
subjects. This master inventor creates a massive
army of mechanical soldiers that can only be
controlled by a member of royal blood through a
golden crown. King Balor uses the army and the
soldiers make mince meat outta the human

The characters are fantastic. The returning crew
include Hellboy who is just as ornery as ever. Liz
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Sherman (Selma Blair) is no longer the shrinking
violet from the first movie. She's a full blown BPRD
agent now who packs heat, packs actual heat, and
sports a wicked new 'do. Abe Sapien (Doug Jones) is
still the third wheel. Still cool as heck but a new love
interest makes him even more fascinating. The
chemistry between the trio is so enjoyable thanks to
Liz's confidence boost and Abe's upgrades.

tubes and googles or what? Kinda like when Storm
mysteriously lost her African accent in "X2". I loved
the character so much that those little details didn't
phase me too much but to the critical eye it doesn't go
unnoticed.
And that was it. No other negs. Did I mention the
opening credit sequence was amazing, too? Well, it's
gorgeous.

Prince Nuada is incredible to watch. His lightning fast
acrobatics made this kung fu fan feel right at home. I
almost began to root for him based on his bo-flipping
prowess alone. And his lovely sister Nuala is played
by Anna Walton but she kept reminding me of
Michelle Pfeiffer. Her eyes and her lips and her
voice....it just seemed so Pfeiffer-ish to me. Not a bad
thing just interesting.

My Grade: A+ Hellboy comes back in a bigger and
broader adventure that involves the fate of humankind
(as usual), strained relationships, new love, old love
and the age old debate over whether the planet would
be better without us nutty humans running
around. "The Golden Army" is basically everything
you loved about the first flick but with expansions and
new additions that successfully enhance the series.
Ooh, what wonders will the 3rd installment bring?

And how can I not mention the new BPRD agent
Johann Krauss. For one thing he's German and we all
know how Hellboy loves everything German, tee hee.
Along with his eerie yet extremely useful ectoplasmic
powers his by-the-book personality pleasantly clashes
with the gung-ho nature of the established trio which
makes for some very entertaining scenes.

Wanted
Wesley Gibson (James McAvoy) is a regular Joe with
a crummy desk job, a crummy apartment, a crummy
girlfriend that's humping his crummy best friend.
Wesley does not lead a charmed life. At least not until
a gorgeous woman named Fox (Angelina Jolie) saves
him from the bullet of an assassin (Thomas
Kretschmann). Fox takes Wesley to the HQ of The
Fraternity, secret agents who off really bad people to
keep the world in order. Wesley finds out the
assassin's name is Cross and that Cross murdered
his long lost father (also a Fraternity
member). Wesley decides to train under the tutelage
of Fox and Fraternity leader Sloan (Morgan Freeman)
in order to execute the man who smoked his dad.
Wesley now prepares to leave his mundane world
behind to live a life only a precious few even dare
fantasize about.

Ooh, and that incredible battle between Hellboy and
Nuada amongst all the gears....that was ultrahip. So
very very creative and outlandish.
Okay, after all that gushing I gotta admit there was
one thing that irked me. Yeah, just the one thing.
Incredible, right? Anyway, when I learned the secret
about the royal twins I had a pretty strong hunch
about how the story was going to be resolved. I saw
kind of the same plot set up in a little known
anime called "Fatal Fury: The Motion Picture". It
doesn't bring down the movie because there are a lot
of other plot threads with no clear endings. And there
was the chance that my hunch would be turned on it's
ear.

And that is the foundation of this film: pure and
unadulterated fantasy. One of the most wish fulfilling
flicks ever made. Who hasn't dreamed of telling their
boss off in the middle of the office? Who hasn't gone
to the ATM hoping to discover a balance in the
millions? Who hasn't daydreamed about pulling off
crazy wicked physical feats while taking down an
assigned hit? "Wanted" gives you all the wondrous
eye candy your brain can swallow. Pray you don't
choke.

Oh wait, thought of another glitch. Darn. Again,
nothing major and nothing that completely shuts down
the production. There was just one scene or two
where there was way too much happening in the
background that made it hard for me to focus on the
foreground. A prime example is an early scene where
Abe and Manning (Jeffrey Tambor) are walking down
the corridor of the BPRD complex. I liked that they
showed the beasties going hogwild behind them but
then I was finding it difficult to catch the witty repartee
between the traveling agents.

"Wanted", for me, was more than just the bendy
bullets and the warped car chases. I enjoyed
watching Wesley take that bold step out of his
miserable yet comfortable life into a new existence
rife with danger and pain and wonder and excitement.
Wesley's transformation from prey to hunter was
enjoyable to witness.

Oh and more of an internal question than a gripe. In
the first movie it seemed like Abe could only travel on
land with the aid of a wet suit and breathing
apparatus. But in this new installment his gear
seemed optional. My mom and I both wondered if this
meant that he could actually walk on land unaided by

Then you got that amazing Fraternity and it's amazing
role in the world to vanquish any foe Fate has chosen.
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In the movie, Fate comes in the form of a cloth woven
with secret codes that foretells which despot is
supposed to be taken down. The Fraternity members
live by this code with no reservations (or at least none
visible on camera).

help the world. But the bulk of the story is on the
cleansing of Hancock and his image.
Overall, "Hancock" is a quirky take on the superhero
mythos. As a long time member of the superhero
worship club I thoroughly enjoyed seeing Hancock's
wild and untamed approaches to dealing with bad
elements. He gets the job done but it usually means a
lot of property damage and some pretty ticked
innocent bystanders.

There are also some other parts of the plot I found
interesting (and amusing, at times) such as Wesley's
unwelcome triangle between him, his girlfriend
(Kristen Hager) and his best bud (Chris Pratt), the
interoffice shenanigans between Wesley and his
obnoxious boss (Lorna Scott), and the too-cool-forschool members of The Fraternity.

This movie should put Will Smith back in the scifantasy winners circle. Yes, this movie should make
you forget all about that unpleasant experience known
as "I Am Legend". Smith's comic timing and dramatic
growth infuse Hancock with a lot charisma. I'm not a
huge Smith follower but I gotta admit that he's got
that classroom clown charm that just keeps me glued
to the screen....even when I don't want to look.

Ahh, those special effects that Taras was raving
about. Yes, imagine the physics of The Matrix brought
into the real world. Curving bullets, flipping cars,
subway surfing, RMDs (rodents of mass destruction),
Jolie's butt.... like I said, Eye Candy R Us. Personally,
I just flowed with it. This is how the creators wanted
the story to be told and this is how they wanted their
vision illustrated. So the man in the opening scene is
so pumped full of adrenaline that he's able to leap
from one skyscraper to another. Okay, I'll believe it
because he's just a really gifted agent who can pull off
stunts like that. If I ate my Wheaties every morning I'd
probably be able to do that, too.

Not to be overshadowed is Jason Bateman. His time
on "Arrested Development" was well served because
his comic timing is spot on. Charlize Theron is lovely
as always but also serves as the doubter on Team
Hancock. It's bad enough her son, Erin (Jae
Head), looks up to the super-souse but now
this menace is in her home eating her spaghetti. She
doesn't trust Hancock and is not so willing to give him
the benefit of the doubt like her optimistic husband.

Ooh, and the big twist is so shocking!!
You didn't honestly think I was gonna tell ya what is,
didja?

Oh, the visuals. I think the CG team had loads of fun
creating those off the wall shots such as a vehicle
being impaled on the Capitol Records spire or the
buzzworthy scene involving an altercation with a
couple of inmates. Plenty of eye candy that will make
you go "ooh" or "ha ha".

My Grade: B+ If Morgan Freeman came to you with
an offer to leave your boring accounting job to train as
a sleek assassin with millions in the bank and fellow
agents that look like Common, Kretschmann, and
Jolie would you say no? For the honest ones that said
"yes" then this movie will satisfy your need for speed,
rush, and kick (sounds like a whole 'nother movie,
don't it?). Aside from the pretty pictures there is a
pretty decent story in there. But obviously the
emphasis is on action so if that's your destination then
jump on board.

I guess the only gripe is the big reveal of Hancock's
origin. I suppose the comic reader in me wanted a
detailed flow chart showing how he came to be. The
writers give you just enough so you get a general idea
of Hancock's lineage but don't expect a grand
flashback showing his interstellar bassinet crash
landing in some farmer's cornfield.

Hancock

I was also amazed by the language in the movie.
Based on the trailer and Smith's blockbuster track
record I know a lot of little kids are going to be seeing
this movie. Yeah, yeah even when I was kid I knew
more cuss words than my parents (thanks, HBO). But
some parents are sensitive about that sort of thing so
I warn you that the "AH" word is thrown around a lot
along with some other foul expletives.

Los Angeles is blessed to have its own super
powered citizen that fights the crime and keeps the
streets safe. Now if only he could do it sober. When a
public relations agent (Jason Bateman) is rescued by
Hancock (Will Smith) he decides to use his skills to
clean up the man's tarnished public image. Can
Hancock put aside his pride (and the bottle) to be the
hero everyone wants him to be?

Oh and there's a scene after the credits. So wait a
little while when the names start rolling. Y'know, it was
really neat the first 50 times but now this "after the
credits easter egg" mess is getting ridiculous. Either
put it all in the movie or save it for the DVD's special
features. Oy!

Actually, there's a lot more to the plot besides
Hancock's rehabilitation. There is Hancock's
relationship with the agent's wife (Charlize Theron),
Hancock's origin, and the agent's efforts to pitch a
charity campaign to big corporations in his efforts to
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My Grade: A A really interesting and amusing take on
the tried & true superhero movie. I really dug the idea
of this powerful joe allowing himself to be molded and
shaped by a lowly PR mortal. A hero that falls into the
gutter and uses his will to get back up and dusted off?
Interesting, funny and kinda relatable. Yeah, Will
Smith is great in the lead role but it's his characters
transformation that really steals the show.
Step Brothers

years have passed and the anniversary of Margot's
death is drawing near. Alexandre receives an email
from an unknown sender that contains a video clip
showing a woman in a subway terminal. A woman
that looks like his dead wife Margot. A grizzly
discovery reopens Margot's case and Alexandre is
being pegged as the prime suspect. Now Alexandre
tries to find out the truth behind his wife's murder
while eluding law enforcement and other sinister
elements.

Robert (Richard Jenkins) meets Nancy (Mary
Steenburgen) . Robert marries Nancy. Robert has a
40 year old son that lives at home named Dale (John
C. Reilly). Nancy has a 39 year old son named
Brennan (Will Ferrell) who also lives at home. Robert
and Nancy move in together and that means Brennan
and Dale have to live together, too. Much mayhem
ensues.

A friend of a friend had the writer of the original novel,
Harlan Coben, in his class way back when. So that's
how I even heard of this flick which according to
Wikipedia ain't exactly a new release. But it was a hit
in France. Even Michael Caine spoke highly of it.
According to that friend of my friend, the author
couldn't sell the book to any American studio so he
tried France and bingo!

What a shock that the name "Apatow" is attached to a
comedy about two grown men acting very immaturely.
Even bigger shock that Seth Rogan makes a cameo.
The fun thing (or annoying thing, depending on your
perspective) is watching O' Reilly and Ferrell act the
fool for an hour and a half. What should be seen as
tragic is just one big and fun joke.

Anyway, I thought it was okay. It's slow starting but
once the roller coaster starts heading downhill that's
when the plot starts cooking. It was thrilling running
along with Alexandre (Francois Cluzet) as he
uncovered one startling clue after another. I also was
surprised to see Kristen Scott Thomas in the film as
his sister-in-law. Apparently, she is fluent in French.
When I first saw her I thought it was a French actress
that looked like Thomas, ha ha ha. Always go with
your first instinct, right?

The story is a simple framework stuffed with a lot of
sight gags, profanity, and toilet humor. What you see
in the trailer is what you get. The two men hate each
other at first but then find a bond in their common
interests. The turning point is when Daddy Robert
(Jenkins) puts his foot down and demands the
brothers get jobs or they're out of the nest. It's a funny
story. It's a bizarre story. And kinda unpredictable
because events cause the whole family to make some
unexpected decisions.

Things also get a little outlandish when Alexandre
enlists the help of a French street thug. There's Dr.
Beck hanging out in the "hood" while being driven
around by his "homies" in a big SUV.
And yes, Virginia, the movie is subtitled. Now playing
in Montclair.

And even in the moments of drama the movie never
misses a comedic beat. No slow down whatsoever.
Not bad, in my book.

My Grade: B Slow starting but once things get
cracking "Tell No One" is a thrilling and intense
journey. All kinds of shocking truths are revealed that
rock the characters to their cores.

The scariest thing is realizing you know someone
exactly like Dale and Brennan. EEK!!

Get Smart
Maxwell Smart (Steve Carell) is a prized analyst at
CONTROL, a US secret defense department. Though
Max excels at his job he dreams of one day becoming
a CONTROL agent. His dream comes true when
CONTROL headquarters is attacked. Partnered with
Agent 99 (Anne Hathaway) Max embarks on his first
field mission to find out who hit HQ and to find out
what the evil organization KAOS is up to.

My Grade: B It's got the crude humor of "The Love
Guru" and the zany-ness of "Don't Mess With The
Zohan". It's fun, it's nutty, it will definitely take your
mind off your troubles. Yeah, "Step Brothers" is
another movie with that modern comedy duo of Ferrell
& O'Reilly making complete fools of themselves. But
they do it so well.

I'm glad to share that "Get Smart" is good comedic
film. I never watched the TV show so I can't say how
well adapted it was but as a funny movie it was okay.
And no, the funniest scenes were not shown in the
trailer so expect all kinds of crazy gags you've never
seen before. Like this scene where Max has a

Tell No One
Alexandre and Margot Beck decide to hang out at
their favorite lake. The couple is attacked by an
unknown assailant leaving Alexandre comatose for
three days and Margot dead in a nearby ditch. Eight
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Watchmen - If you didn't know that Alan Moore's
legendary comic tale was being turned into a flick you
know now. I'm assuming that the central plot will be
the revelation of the mysterious "Cape Killer". I finally
read the graphic novel and the trailer looked pretty
darn good. What's really keen is that scenes from the
book have been faithfully recreated panel by panel.
And Dr. Manhatten looks friggin' incredible!! 3/6/09
http://watchmenmovi e.warnerbros. com/

"colorful" flight on a jet plane. I laughed a good
minute. Very good.
The story is easy to follow though I have to admit that
most film buffs will figure out who the KAOS mole is
and the outcome of Max & 99's partnership. Heck, the
cinemaristocrats will probably figure out the end
during the opening credits and sneak over to "Kung
Fu Panda".
The plot was a lot of fun, though for me, the good
jokes didn't really start until CONTROL was hit. Then
we entered full hilarity mode.

Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 2 - America
Ferrera, Alexis Bleidel, Blake Lively and Amber
Tamblyn return to show us what's been going on in
the lives of those four friends bonded by love and a
shared denim garment. 8/6/08/http://sisterhoodof
thetravelingpant s2.warnerbros. com/

I was also pleased to see that the gags were
portioned well amongst the ensemble cast instead of
just having Carell do all the jokes. The scenes in
CONTROL involving other agents and clerical
staff were fun to watch. The chemistry between Carell
and Hathaway was excellent. Alan Arkin was a hoot
as The Chief. Dubya haters will be sending roses to
James Caan's wicked depiction of our current national
figurehead. Old references but c'mon...it' s Dubya. He
sits in a chair and it's comedy gold.

Elegy - Ben Kingsley stars as a man who lives alone
and likes it. He then meets Penelope Cruz and they
have a one nighter. To his surprise, Cruz wants to
have a relationship with him. Can this lone wolf
commit himself to this one woman? 8/8/08
http://movies. yahoo.com/ movie/1809860441 /info
Body of Lies - Didn't really understand what this
movie is about. It stars Russell Crowe as some
government guy up to no good and his hired thug
(Leonardo DiCaprio) doing some shady things in the
Middle East for him. Dicaprio is fed up with the gig
and Crowe basically tells him "you're out when I say
you're out". Directed by Ridley Scott. 10/10/08
http://movies. yahoo.com/ movie/1809968047 /info

I was also impressed that the movie never ran out of
gas. Like most comedy films, such as "Don't Mess
With The Zohan", there's this period where something
serious happens and then all the jokes take a brief
respite while the silly characters walk around with
frowny faces for about 5 minutes. It kills the mood.
Like sitting at a railroad crossing when you have to
pee. I never felt that sensation with "Get Smart". It just
kept moving even when things were kinda dire.

Terminator: Salvation - You knew it was coming.
Now we got the teaser trailer to prove it. Christian
Bale takes a respite from Gotham City and leaps into
that dismal future overrun by Skynet robots. Summer
2009 http://rss.warnerbr os.com/terminato rsalvation/

I guess my only gripes were the "early warning
scenes" of things to come in the finale. I also fear the
pairing of Masi Oka and Nate Torrence as the
bumbling tech nerds. I mean they already have a
spin-off DVD flick called "Get Smart's Bruce & Lloyd:
Out of Control". The duo were nice supporting
characters but I didn't think they warranted the Harol
& Kumar treatment. Gimme a break. Oh and yes
there's room for a sequel. yay.

Henry Poole Is Here - Luke Wilson is an anti-social
jerk. Unfortunately, he is forced to start interacting
with people when his neighbor discovers a water stain
on his house that resembles Jesus Christ. Now
people are coming from all over to touch the mark and
be healed by it's divine powers. 8/15/08 http://movies.
yahoo.com/ movie/1809923626 /info

My Grade: B+ "Get Smart" is a pretty decent comedic
summer blockbuster. Is it true to the source material?
Can't say. Never watched the original show. But on
it's own merit "Get Smart" is a fun movie that teeters
between slightly amusing to but gusting laugh out
loud funny. Fine performances by all and not
completely carried on Carell's shoulders which was a
'ahem' smart move. Even the kids can watch. Whoo
hoo. Take a bet on who the double agent. Loser has
to buy drinks afterward (non-alcoholic for the family
units).

Choke - Sam Rockwell stars as a womanizing jerk.
All is pretty much normal until he meets the one girl
he has no desire to take advantage of. Is he losing his
mojo or has he actually found true love? 9/26/08
http://www.foxsearc hlight.com/ choke/
How To Lose Friends & Alienate People - Simon
Pegg is a man who dreams of becoming an
entertainment reporter so he can mingle with the rich
and glamorous. He gets his dream when Jeff Bridges
offers him a gig at his magazine. Pegg moves to the
big city (NYC, I think, but it might be LA) and soon
discovers that he's a little annoying fish in a big pond.

Trailer Trash by Aubrey Ward
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is kinda hard when law enforcement is keeping them
in there. Oh and the crazy lady isn't the only one with
the sickness. Well, sounds like a nice respite from yet
another "Saw" sequel. Also looks like it'll be a mix of
tradtionally filmed footage and shots taken with a
character's personal camera. 10/10/08
www.containthetruth .com

Kirsten Dunst and Megan Fox also star. 10/3/08
http://how-to- lose-friends- trailer.blogspot .com/
Swing Vote - Kevin Costner (who keeps hiring this
guy?) stars as a below average joe. Oh, and his
daughter registers him to vote. Costner enters his
vote incorrectly. Turns out his one vote is the tie
breaker in the presidential race. I guess this is meant
to reinforce the old "every vote counts" mantra. On
the plus, it was "major" to see Nana Visitor in the
trailer. I miss her so much. Other highlights include
Dennis Hopper and Kelsey Grammer as the two
contenders for the presidency. 8/1/08

The Longshots - Ice Cube stars as a down and out
football player. Keke Palmer is his social outcast
niece (I think she's his niece). Through some certain
circumstances Cube discovers that Palmer has some
latent quarterback skills. Cube talks the HS football
coach into letting her on the team. Okay, it's yet
another feel good sports movie with those familiar
elements such as a girl breaking into a male
dominated area and a dejected pro finding
redemption through a young protege. However, Cube
tackling a dramatic role is intriguing but my sights are
set on the rising star of Keke Palmer who has been
setting screens ablaze with notable flicks such
as "Akeelah & The Spelling Bee" and "Madea's
Family Reunion". Yeah, it's going to be cliche heavy
but there are some refreshing aspects to the flick that
have me interested even though I abhor football.
7/25/08

The Day The Earth Stood Still - We all knew it was
coming. Keanu Reeves stars as the visitor from the
stars who will probably observe the humans much like
in the original production. I dunno. Looks like it might
be a tad overblown. A lot of pretty CG pictures. What
made the original so classic was it's simplicity.
Sometimes, too much mascara can produce
clumps....if ya know what I mean. 12/12/08
Death Race - Inmates get to compete for freedom in
a deadly car race. Jason Statham stars as a wrongly
imprisoned race car pro who ends up as a star
attraction in road rampage. Looks like a mix of
"Doomsday" and "The Condemned". Also stars Joan
Allen as the head honcho, and inmates played by
Tyrese Gibson and Ian McShane. Should get your
adenaline pumping at the very least. 8/22/08 ___

The Express - The Historwood story of Ernie Davis,
the first black man to win the Heisman Trophy. Dennis
Quaid stars as the Syracuse University coach that
helps Davis achieve his dream in a time where
segregation is very much alive. 10/3/08
http://www.theexpre ssmovie.com/

Blindness - Nutshell is that a virus passes over the
country and the infected become blind. To protect the
populace they are sent to a quarantine facility. The
catch is that one of the infected (Mark Ruffalo) has
brought his wife (Julianne Moore) along and her
peepers still work. She will be the witness to the really
poor and savage conditions that the infected are
subjected to. I dunno but this has indie treasure
written all over it. The story looks like it's gonna be a
really amazing with the blind people locked up in a big
dump left to fend for themselves. The cast...whoo,
chile! We're talking names, names, names dahling.
Names we can trust like Ruffalo, Moore, Danny
Glover, Sandra Oh, Gael Garcia Bernal. I don't know
if you can tell but I'm really buzzed about this flick.
Even if the story blows I bet the acting is gonna be off
the chain! 9/26/08 www.blindness- themovie. com

Flash of Genius - Historwood movie #2 puts the
spotlight on Bob Kearns. He invents the intermittent
windshield wiper for Ford. Then Ford conveniently
forgets that he created the mechanism and take all
the glory for themselves. Kearns decides to take the
big car company to court to obtain acknowledgement.
I'm for any movie that depicts the the average David
slinging a big fat and hopefully sharp rock in the eye
of a corporate Goliath. 10/17/08 http://flashofgeniu
s.net/
Miracle At St. Anna - You want more Historwood?
You got more Historwood with this World War II war
tale about a black regiment's experience in Italy.
Directed by Spike Lee and based on the book by
James McBride. 9/26/08 http://miracleatsta
nna.movies. go.com/

Quarantine - I guess it's the season for viral
outbreaks or something. This one actually looks
interesting. Basically a reporter tags along with the
local fire department for a look at how they operate.
They respond to a call at some apartment building.
They open the door and some old bitty goes feral and
attacks one of the firefighters. When they radio for
help what they get is a federal order to stay in the
building because it's been "quarantined" ! Now the
reporter and her friends have to find a way out which

Lakeview Terrace - Let's take a break from the "true
stories" shall we? This next tale might be true (but
let's hope it's not). A couple buy their first home in a
nice looking cul de sac. Samuel L. Jackson stars as
their neighbor who is friendly at first but then starts to
become really psycho as he deems the couple a
threat to his neighborhood. Now the couple fight
against this bully to keep their home. They would call
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So Jeff (Tucker) takes the lead and encourages the
group to stay calm as they wait for reinforcements to
show. He actually says something along the lines of
"There's no way 4 americans can disappear out here
without someone knowing". Then things go from bad
to worse as the group discover why they are being
kept up there. The big secret is 1 part creepy, 1 part
creative, and 2 parts amusing.

the cops but Jackson is a cop and a really popular
one. Guess they're on their own. $5 says Jackson
wins by filling the house with mother***king snakes.
9/19/08 http://www.sonypict ures.com/
movies/lakeviewt errace/index. html
Saw V - More Jigsaw. More of Jigsaw's creepy
puppet friend. More ridiculous plot twists. More gory
tortue traps. Another year, another Saw movie.
Because Anne Marie demanded it. 10/24/08
http://saw-5- --trailer. blogspot. com/2008/ 07/saw-5first-official- teaser-trailer. html

I have to be honest that the beginning of the movie
kills most of the concern I should have for these poor
temple trekkers. They're just shagging and drinking
and lounging by the pool. And then some strange guy
comes along and offers them a trip to some part of
the jungle that isn't even on the map to hang with his
dirtdigging brother..... his unheard from in days
dirtdigging brother. And what do the Dawson's Creek
rejects do? They shave, shower, and get on the bus.
Genius!

Pineapple Express - Seth Rogan is back! Whether
you like it or not! In this romp that promises to be as
off the wall as "Superbad" Rogan witnesses a murder
and the murderers spot him. Rogan and his drug
buddy (James Franco) are now on the run from the
killer and his posse. Y'know, much as I really REALLY
hate to admit it.....this one looks like fun. I'm actually
more excited to see Franco play silly for a change and
hey....Rosie Perez is back! Yay! 8/6/08
http://www.sonypict ures.com/ movies/pineapple
express/

My Grade: C+ In a nutshell, "The Ruins" is saved by
the psychological breakdowns of the four
unsuspecting tourists trapped on the roof of that
cursed structure. Good performances from Tucker,
Malone, Ramsey, and Ashmore. But again, it was
hard to feel completely compassionate for the kids
that talked to the stranger and then foolishly followed
him to peril. The moral of the story is never go to an
uncharted temple with some dude you meet by the
pool....unless your Lara Croft.

It Came from the Queue! by Aubrey Ward
The Ruins - 2008 - DVD
Four friends are vacationing somewhere in South
America. Some dude offers them a trip to see some
mysterious temple that his brother is excavating. They
get to the temple and the local people ain't very happy
to see them there. The locals, brandishing guns and
arrows, force the five innocents to stay on the roof of
the temple. How will they escape? And why are these
native people all wigged out?

One Missed Call - 2008 - DVD
One fine day a student named Shelly (Meagan Good)
is working on an assignment in her garden. She goes
to the reflecting pond (apparently she's from a very
good family) and is pulled in from below (and
beyond!). Soon after Shelly's death a friend, Leann
(Azura Skye), receives a call from Shelly (isn't she
dead?). The ringtone isn't even hers but she listens to
the voice message and hears her own death scream.
It isn't long before Leann joins the realm of the dead.
Leann's friend, Beth (Shannyn
Sossamon), realizes pretty quickly that her
buddies' deaths are connected to these creepy
phone calls. She races to find the source of the calls
before more of her friends die and, more importantly,
before she gets her own last call... for life! Mwah
ha ha ha ha.

I saw the trailer and had no intention of seeing this in
the theater. Looked like a bad, teen slasher response
to "The Descent". But I was not above renting it. So I
saw it and it actually wasn't half bad. Wasn't great but
the performances and the initial chills were pretty well
done.
Lotta familiar faces in the cast such as Jenna Malone
(she's grown up nicely), Jonathan Tucker (from the
"Texas Chainsaw" remake), and Shawn Ashmore
(doing something a little more mature than playing
"Iceman" in the X-Men movies). The fourth American
youngster is Laura Ramsey who I probably saw in
"The Covenant" but since I wiped all traces of that
dreck movie outta my mind I don't remember her in it.

Y'all know I love my Asian cinema and after "The
Ring" and "The Grudge" I was kinda excited that
Hollywood was creating flicks inspired (a nice way of
saying "copied") from the J-Horror style. Honestly, I
hope "One Missed Call" is the last of these j-horror
knockoffs.

The foursome do a fine job of acting out the expected
hysterics. One of their party is killed right in front of
them so that sets them on edge right away. Cell
phones don't work in that part of the bush. Then their
guide takes a tumble down the hole (ie: rooftop
opening into the temple). Oh and there's tents set up
but no one's in them. AAAHHHHH!

The movie actually starts out okay. Person gets weird
voicemail on cell phone. Person dies at the date/time
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predicted by the cell phone. When person croaks
he/she coughs up a little red candy ball. I guess you
could say it's "The Ring" via cell instead of
videotape. I also loved that the central character,
Beth, and the rest of her friends (who are still
breathing) catch on pretty quick that something
spooky's going on. I guess these guys watched their
horror movies growing up. And no pale faced little
girls with long stringy hair. Thank you, thank you.

it's okay but that second ending.... UGH! "Sunshine"
all over again.
The Sickhouse - 2007 – DVD
An archaeolgist is on the trail of a mysterious cult that
existed back in London's plague heyday. She believes
the answers can be found in the bowels of a
condemned old hospital. She unwittingly unleashes
the spirits of the dead and they wreak holy heck on
her and some crazy youngsters who end up trapped
in the place with her.

The hunt for the source of the messages is actually
pretty captivating with some side-scenes showing
hints of Beth's past. There's also a cop played by
Edward Burns whose sister was a victim of the deadly
hotline. He, too, musta been a huge X-Files fan
because he joins the search hastily and without
question. He's a believer with a badge. Guess he and
Mudler bunked together back in the academy?

I saw the trailer for this and it looked really intriguing. I
watched it last night and.....you know how the trailer is
sometimes better than the actual film itself? Hullo!
This is a prime example. I'm so sorry I'm a year late
but if I can save at least one movie renter from
spending his/her hard earned dime or wasting their
precious Netflix slot for this dribble then I have done
my duty.

However, it ain't shiny new territory. Kids are picked
off "Final Destination" style (the fatalities look like
natural occurrences or freak accidents). You get the
call, you die just like when you watch the tape you die
or you enter the angry house and you're cursed and
then you die. I thought the first ending was decent.
But then there's this silly twist that cheapens the
whole experience and sends you on a fast lane to
Retreadville. And they have the nerve to leave it open
for a sequel. "One Missed Text", perhaps?

It actually starts out okay. Gina Phillips is all gung ho
about continuing her dig even when the CDC discover
possible contamination hotspots in the place and
schedule it for the wrecking ball. She finagles her way
back into the building later that evening. A bunch of
punk kids race past the hospital and hit a ghost and
end up retreating to the haunted facility to hide out
from the pigs (their vehicle was borrowed under
criminal pretenses aka stolen wheels). So we got the
main character unleashing the ghouls and the
clueless youngsters to serve as the fresh meat. Now
the fun and frights should be ready to commence,
right?

The scares were okay. I liked the creepy faced
people. I liked that the soon-to-be dead were seeing
some of their future neighbors before the big
departure. But in hindsight I'm not sure what the
ghosts actually had to do with the story. It didn't seem
like they had any relation to the "source" or the
victims. Okay, yeah it's a visual alert that something
bad is going to happen but I would've preferred that
the indicators actually had some relation to the
ghostly caller.

Not exactly. Oh sure the kids are psychologically
tortured by creepy visions and dastardly spectres.
There are a few moments of gore (though I feel the
trailer promised more). It's basically watching the
group slowly detoriate mentally and then when the
ghost feels they've suffered enough it's time to make
him or her disappear.

Take "The Grudge", for example. The main motif was
the slighted girl's black tresses. Its related to the
angry spirit, lets the character & audience know who's
next in the pecking order, and can be used to frighten
people in a myriad of ways. "One Missed Call" missed
the boat on that concept.
Still, there are some notable scenes such as a
potential victim seeking protection from a primetime
exorcist and a scene dubbed by the DVD as "Creepy
Crawlspace".

It's the big revelation that makes the rest of the movie
a waste of time. Yet another "Sixth Sense" wannabe
that throws in a big twist at the end that is supposed
to take the story to an unexpected level and leave the
viewer pleasantly surprised. Nope. It's a bad twist. A
stupid twist. I won't say what it is but I will say that the
movie woulda been better off left as a "trapped in
haunted hospital" tale.

My Grade: C+ It's "The Ring" but instead of the angry
spirit in the tape there's a bad mammajamma in the
Nokia. Starts off pretty interesting with the usual
"gotta find the killer before I'm next" antics and it looks
like it might actually avoid a major j-horror plot ploy
until the end when you get served a painful reminder
that Hollywood really loves broken records. Overall,

Overall, I really liked the visuals I was seeing in the
preview but those ghosts barely had any screen time
and when they did it was too brief and too scant. Like
the creators were afraid we'd see the zipper on the
suit or something. The victims get more captivating as
the story goes on. We learn a little more about the
punks and their own demons (the inner kind) and that
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helps makes things interesting. But the emphasis is
supposed to be on the ghost, right?
I also can't tell you how many times I kept looking at
Phillips and saying to myself "Wow, that Laura San
Giacomo looks great".
My Grade: C- Yeah, it's not a an "F" or even a "D".
Though the ghosts are lacking and the Black Priest
Cult legend is barely existent the one light in this
dismal tunnel is the group of wild gothers that get
trapped in the hospital. They got the hospital's
skeletons plus their own personal stuff to deal with.
Nice but isn't the plot supposed to be about these
murderous plague doctors and the restless spirits of
their young victims? Not so much. And that ending.
Whoo! Very bad. Very very extremely dumb ending.
Avoid this wreck if you can.
Batman: Gotham Knight - 2008 - DVD
WB/DC studios present six animated shorts that give
some insight into Bruce Wayne's activities after
"Batman Begins" and before "The Dark Knight".
Though the shorts each have their own individual art
style and storyline (and six different variations of Bat's
uniform) there is a running plot thread that links them
all together. Imagine "The Animatrix" but with more
cohesion between the shorts. Oh and all the "Batmen"
are voiced by Kevin Conroy (yep, same guy from
Batman: The Animated Series and Justice League
and bunch of other DC toons).
I'm not giving away the plot. No, no I don't want to
spoil the fun of discovering it for yourself. However, I
can tell you that highlights include Bruce's pain
training with a rogue fakir in India, the whereabouts of
the Scarecrow, the introduction of an old villain into
this new "Batverse", and a secret weapon developed
by Lucius Fox.
There's also two detectives that are featured
throughout the stories: Anna Ramirez and Crispus
Allen. They are members of Commissoner Gordon's
Major Crimes Unit. Based on their recurring
appearances in "Gotham Knight" I'm betting they'll be
featured in "The Dark Knight" somehow.
That's the fun aspect (and the gimmick) about
"Batman: Gotham Knight". It adds some details to the
new film continuity established in "Batman Begins"
but also has some hints to what might possibly be
featured in "The Dark Knight". Overall, it's a great
collection of stories featuring our favorite Caped
Crusader doing what he does best.
My Grade: A- For more details go to
http://www.warnervi deo.com/dcuondvd /
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UPCOMING CONVENTIONS

PHILCON 2008
The Philadelphia Conference on Science Fiction and Fantasy
When: November 21-23, 2008
Friday 5:00 p.m. to Sunday 4:00 p.m.
Where: Crowne Plaza Hotel
2349 W. Marlton Pike (Route 70)
Cherry Hill NJ 08002
Who: Tim Powers — Principal Speaker
John Picacio — Artist Guest of Honor
Scott Christian Sava— Special Guest

UberCon XI:
Piscataway, NJ
October 24th, 25th, and 26th!
Gryphon Books
The 20th Annual NYC Collectable Paperback & Pulp Fiction Expo will be held on
Sunday October 19, 2008 at the Holiday Inn, 440 West 57th Street, New York City.

Sterling Forest · Tuxedo, NY · 845-351-5171

Saturdays, Sundays & Labor Day Monday
31st Anniversary!
August 2 through September 21, 2008
10:00 AM - 7:00 PM

http://www.renfair.com/NY/
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